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Abstract
We compute the L∞-theoretic double dimensional reduction of the F1/Dp-brane super L∞-
cocycles with coefficients in rationalized twisted K-theory from the 10d type IIA and type IIB
super Lie algebras down to 9d. We show that the two resulting coefficient L∞-algebras are
naturally related by an L∞-isomorphism which we find to act on the super p-brane cocycles
by the infinitesimal version of the rules of topological T-duality and inducing an isomorphism
between K0-cocycles in type IIA and K1-cocycles in type IIB, rationally. In particular this is
a derivation of the Buscher rules for RR-fields (Hori’s formula) from first principles. Moreover,
we show that these L∞-algebras are the homotopy quotients of the RR-charge coefficients by
the “T-duality Lie 2-algebra”. We find that the induced L∞-extension is a gerby extension of a
9+(1+1) dimensional (i.e. “doubled”) T-duality correspondence super-spacetime, which serves
as a local model for T-folds. We observe that this still extends, via the D0-brane cocycle of
its type IIA factor, to a 10 + (1 + 1)-dimensional super Lie algebra. Finally we show that this
satisfies expected properties of a local model space for F-theory elliptic fibrations.
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1 Introduction
Understanding and constructing fields and branes in string theory and M-theory in a manner
compatible with supersymmetry and with the various dualities is a fundamental problem, both from
the theoretical as well as the phenomenological point of view. On the former, a complete solution
to this problem would provide a solid ground for deriving the theory from firm (mathematical)
principles. On the latter, it would help in the systematic classification of allowable vacua.
The fundamental super p-branes that have no gauge fields on their worldvolume and which prop-
agate on super-Minkowski spacetime are defined via Green-Schwarz type action functionals. These
are higher-dimensional super coset WZW-type functionals [32], for super-Minkowski regarded as the
super-coset of super-Poincare´ by the Spin cover of the Lorentz group. Accordingly, these p-branes
are classified by the invariant super Lie algebra cohomology of the supersymmetry algebras, a fact
known as the “old brane scan” [1]. When super-Minkowski target spacetime is generalized to curved
super-spacetimes, then this statement applies super-tangent-space wise: the bispinorial component
of the field strength super (p+2)-form Hp+2 to which the p-brane couples is constrained to coincide
in each tangent space with the left-invariant form 1p!
(
ψ ∧ Γa1···apψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · eap corresponding to
the super-cocycles in the old brane scan [5, 6]. Notice that this is in direct analogy for instance
to G2-structures on 7-manifolds, which are given by differential 3-forms that are constrained to
coincide tangent-space wise with a fixed 3-cocycle on R7. In particular, the bosonic part of the field
strength Hp+2 may vanish identically, and still its bispinorial component is constrained to coincide
with the given cocycle super-tangent-space wise. In this way the super Lie algebra cocycles tightly
control the structure of super p-brane charges.
We view the above as a powerful statement: While in general these differential forms Hp+2
are just the image in real cohomology (“rationalization”) of components of some more refined
cohomology theory, this says that at least the rational image of the charges of branes without
gauge fields on their worldvolume is classified by super Lie algebra cohomology. Notice that in
certain instances rationalization of twisted generalized cohomology in the treatment of T-duality is
even forced upon us (see [47]).
This phenomenon turns out to generalize also to those branes that do carry (higher) gauge
fields on their worldvolume, such as the D-branes and the M5-brane – if one generalizes the
Chevalley-Eilenberg algebras of super-Minkowski spacetimes to quasi-free differential-graded super-
commutative algebras with generators also in higher degree [17, 61]. These DG-algebras are just
the “FDAs” from the supergravity literature [20, 15]. For instance what in [17] is identified as
the cocycle for the M5-brane earlier appeared as an algebraic ingredient in the construction of 11d
supergravity in [20]; similarly the algebra for the Dp-brane charges found in [61] and [17] appears
earlier as an ingredient for constructing type II supergravity in [14].
Now, while (super) Lie algebra cohomology is a respectable mathematical subject, what are
these “extended super Minkowski algebras” that carry the D-brane and M-brane charges, really? In
[27] we had pointed out, following [63], that these “FDA”s are naturally identified as the Chevalley-
Eilenberg algebras of super Lie n-algebras also called n-term super L∞-algebras, for higher n
1, and
that under this identification the Lie theory that underlies the “old brane scan” turns into the
“higher Lie theory” or homotopy theory of super Lie n-algebras that sees the entire super p-brane
content [27].
1Notice that these are Lie n-algebras in the sense of Stasheff [45, 46, 63], not “n-Lie algebras” in the sense of
Filippov. However, the two notions are not unrelated. At least the Filippov 3-algebras that appear in the BLG
model of coincident solitonic M2-branes may naturally be understood as Stasheff-type Lie 2-algebras equipped with
a metric form. This observation is due to [57, section 2], based on [24].
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This homotopy-theoretic perspective sheds further light on the classification of super p-branes.
For instance, it identifies the extended super-Minkowski spacetimes of [17, 61] as being the higher
central super Lie n-algebra extensions of super-Minkowski spacetime that are classified by the 3-
cocycles for the superstring and by the 4-cocycle for the M2-brane. This is in higher analogy to
how 2-cocycles classify ordinary central extensions. Namely, these extended spacetimes are the
homotopy fibers of the corresponding cocycles [27, Prop. 3.5], see example 2.5 below.
This means that by embedding super Lie algebra theory into the larger context of homotopy
super Lie algebra theory (super L∞-algebra theory) then all super p-branes are found by a sequence
of consecutive higher invariant extensions, yielding a “bouquet of branes” growing out of the super-
spacetimes [27]. This provides the generalization of the “old brane scan” that was argued to be
needed in [49]. There, the multiplicity of elementary and solitonic p-brane solutions to supergravity
theories was shown to cover many more values of (D, d) than the classic κ-symmetric points on the
brane scan, suggesting that the original classification needs to be generalized. Indeed, our work pins
down that the required generalization is from super Lie algebra cohomology to super L∞-algebra
cohomology.
In fact this bouquet of invariant higher super L∞-cocycles is rooted in 0-dimensional super-
space, the superpoint. It is a diagram of super Lie n-algebras of the following form:
m5brane

m2brane

d5brane
  ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ d3brane

d1brane
}}④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④④
④
d0brane
(pb) !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
vv♠ ♠
♠
d2brane

d4brane
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
d7brane
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
R10,1|32
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇ d6brane
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦
d9brane // stringIIB
((◗◗
◗◗◗
stringhet

stringIIA
vv♠♠♠
♠
d8braneoo
R9,1|16+16 oo
oo
R9,1|16
((PP
PPP
P //
//
R9,1|16+16
R5,1|8
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
R5,1|8+8
//
//
R3,1|4+4 oo
oo
R3,1|4
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
R2,1|2+2 oo
oo
R2,1|2
vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠
R0|1+1 oo
oo
R0|1 .
Here every solid arrow denotes a central super L∞-algebra extension which is invariant with re-
spect to the maximal semisimple part of the bosonic body of the external automorphisms (i.e. all
automorphisms modulo R-symmetries) of the super L∞-algebra that is being extended. These turn
out to be the respective Lorentz groups (their Spin-covers). Notice that the claim is that it is the
maximality of these invariant extensions which implies that the extensions of the superpoint are
super-Minkowski spacetimes, and that they are precisely of dimension increasing from 0 through
3,4, 6, 10 to 11. The top of this diagram is discussed in [27]. The proof of the “trunk” of the
bouquet is due to [37]. (For dimensions 0 to 3 the statement was observed earlier in [67].)
This shows that the core structure of string/M-theory follows from first principles in higher super
Lie algebra theory, with no need of an external input from Lorentz geometry, or Spin geometry.
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Instead, Lorentzian geometry and Spin geometry is discovered (re-discovered) by analyzing the
super-point in higher super Lie theory, as is the existence of all the super p-branes in their respective
super-spacetimes.2 This further suggests that higher super Lie theory knows much more about the
inner working of string/M-theory, and that we may check conjectures on M-theory and discover
its missing details by a systematic homotopy theoretic analysis of the superpoint. In the present
article we are concerned with discovering and studying T-duality from this perspective (see e.g.
[2]). We will show that this allows to systematically derive phenomena that have been proposed
or conjectured but which seem to have been lacking a derivation from first principles, such as the
rules of “topological T-dulity” on supermanifolds, the nature of super-T-folds and the emergence
of F-theory from M-theory.
In order to describe the action of T-duality on the F1/Dp branes, we need the cocycles for
the super D-branes not as cocycles with coefficients in R on the type II extended super-Minkowski
super Lie 2-algebras that are denoted stringIIA and stringIIB in the above diagram, but we need to
descend them to cocycles on the type II super-Minkowski super Lie 1-algebras themselves, where
they will take values in more complicated richer coefficients. This homotopical descent of the
brane cocycles we have previously discovered and studied in [28] and [29]. There we showed that
homotopy theory allows to descend the iterated R-valued cocycles for separate p-branes, defined
on a extended Minkowski spacetime, back to single cocycles on plain super-Minkowski spacetime,
but now taking values in more complex coefficients. We showed in [29, section 4] that applying
this homotopy-theoretic descent to the type IIA Dp-brane cocycles gives that jointly they combine
with the cocycle for the type IIA superstring to one single cocycle, now with coefficients in the
L∞-algebra which is the image under Lie differentiation of the classifying space KU/BU(1) for
twisted K-theory. Of course twisted K-theory has famously been argued earlier to be the correct
cohomology theory in which F1/Dp-brane (background) charges properly take value [76] [52] [42]
[10]. Therefore, it is of interest to explore how much more the homotopy theory of super Lie-n
algebra may teach us about string/M-theory.
In the present article, we first observe in section 3 that (double) dimensional reduction is
naturally encoded on super L∞-algebras by cyclification, namely by the process which in terms of
rational homotopy theory corresponds to passing to homotopy quotients of free loop spaces by the
rotation action on loops. We find that L∞-theoretically this (double) dimensional reduction is an
isomorphism, hence has an inverse (“oxidation”, see [49]) that completely reconstructs the higher
dimensional situation (by the L∞-incarnation of D0-brane condensation [27, Remark 3.11, 4.6]). In
this sense this process is non-perturbative, a fact that is important for our discussion of F-theory
further below.
We first use this reduction isomorphism in section 3 to recall from [27] the form of the descended
type IIA F1/Dp-brane cocycles for p ∈ {0, 2, 4} as the dimensional reduction of the M-brane cocycles
from 11d. Then we we observe that down in 10d these are enhanced to cocycles for p-branes for
p ∈ {0, 2, 4, 8, 10}, using the Fierz identity analysis in [17]. We also state the corresponding type
IIB F1/Dp-brane cocycles. These may be similarly extracted from analysis of Fierz identities [61],
but our main theorem below (Theorem 5.3) also implies the form of either (IIA or IIB) from the
other.
In section 5 we first compute the dimensional reduction of the type IIA F1/Dp-brane cocycles
from the 10d super-Minkowski super Lie algebra to 9d. We observe that the two L∞-algebras of
2 Compare to [51, p.41]: “Perhaps we need to understand the nature of time it self better. [...] One natural
way to approach that question would be to understand in what sense time itself is an emergent concept, and one
natural way to make sense of such a notion is to understand how pseudo-Riemannian geometry can emerge from
more fundamental and abstract notions such as categories of branes.”
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coefficients of the descended cocycles (for type IIA and type IIB) are manifestly related by a an L∞-
isomorphism (Proposition 5.1.) Then we show in Theorem 5.3 that the action of this isomorphism
on the descended type II L∞-cocycles implements T-duality between the F1/Dp brane charges of
IIA and type IIB string theory: we discover that the super-cocycles follow the infinitesimal version
of the rules of “topological T-duality”, originally proposed by [9] with precise formulation due to
[12][13], this is the content of remarks 5.4 and 6.3 below. Notice that even though the coefficients
we obtain are just the rational image of the twisted K-theory that appears in topological T-duality,
this is the first time (to the best of our knowledge) that the rules for topological T-duality are
actually derived from string theoretic first principles, and that topological T-duality is connected
to local spacetime supersymmetry. In fact our derivation shows that the existence and structure
of (topological) T-duality acting of F1/Dp-brane charges is entirely controled by higher super Lie
algebra theory. Similarly, we derive the Buscher rules for RR-fields (Hori’s formula) from first
principles this way (Proposition 6.4, Remark 6.5).
Our main theorem (Theorem 5.3) shows that in the category of super L∞-algebras T-duality is
incarnated as the right part of a diagram of the following form:
11d N = 1
super-spacetime
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
Classifying space
for circle bundles
F-theory
elliptic fibration
(pb)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
10d type IIA
super-spacetime
$$❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏
Cyclic twisted K1
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
T-duality
correspondence space
(doubled spacetime)
(pb)
99rrrrrrrrrr
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
9d N = 2
super-spacetime
Dimensionally reduced
IIA fields
❙❙❙
❙❙
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
Dimensionally reduced
IIB fields❥❥❥❥❥
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
T-duality
Class of IIA bundle
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺
✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
✺✺
Class of IIB bundle✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
CC✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
Principal 2-bundle
for T-duality 2-group
over 9d super-spacetime
(pb)
88qqqqqqqqqq
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
10d type IIB
super-spacetime
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
Cyclic twisted K0

≃
OO
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
B-field gerbe
over
IIB super-spacetime
99sssssssssss
Classifying space
for circle-bundles
The bottom left part of this diagram we discover in section 6. Namely topological T-duality
in the alternative formulation of [13] is controlled by the correspondence space which is the fiber
product of the IIA spacetime with the T-dual IIB spacetime over their joint 9d base. In the string
theory literature this is essentially what is known as the doubled spacetime [39]. We first show that
the correspondence space axiom for topological T-duality due to [13] is satisfied by the relevant
super Lie n-algebra extensions of super-Minkowski spacetimes (Proposition 6.2).
Then we show that after stripping off the RR-charge coefficients in 9d, the remaining coefficient
L∞-algebra is the delooping of the “T-duality Lie 2-algebra” (Def. 7.1, Rem. 7.2). This is the
homotopy fiber of the cup product of two universal first Chern classes, in direct analogy to how
the “string Lie 2-algebra” that controls the anomaly cancellation in heterotic string theory is the
homotopy fiber of the second Chern class/first Pontryagin class [64]. We show that the T-duality
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Lie 2-algebra has a natural ∞-action on the direct sum of twisted K0 and K1 (Prop. 7.3). Finally
we construct the T-duality 2-group-principal 2-bundle over 9d super-Minkowski spacetime that is
classified by the descended F1/Dp-brane cocycles, and find that this is equivalent to the total space
of the (either) gerbe extension of the T-duality correspondence spacetime (Proposition 7.5 below).
It has been argued in [53] that the principal 2-bundles of which this is the local model space
are the right mathematical formulation of Hull’s concept of T-folds [38] [39]. This we will further
discuss elsewhere. Here we just remark that, as we already amplified for T-duality itself, while here
we obtain just the infinitesimal/rational image of this structure, we connect (for the first time, to
our knowledge) to spacetime super-symmetry and obtain what is in fact the local model for super
T-folds.
Finally, in section 8 we observe that these doubled super T-correspondence spacetimes still carry
the D0-brane L∞-cocycle inherited through their type IIA fiber factor. Hence there is a central
super extension of this to a super Lie algebra of bosonic dimension 10+2. We show in this last
section that this super Lie algebra has the correct properties to be expected of the local model
space for an F-theory elliptic fibration, according to [72, 40]. This gives the top left part of the
above diagram, below this is Prop. 8.3.
Related literature. Our T-duality takes place on superspaces, for a related discussion see [70].
There are various other approaches to T-duality in relation to branes. The brane worldvolume ap-
proach to T-duality transformations as transformations which mix the worldvolume field equations
with Bianchi identities is discussed in [58] [69]. T-duality between D-branes is realized on the un-
derlying p-brane solutions of type IIA and type IIB supergravity in [4]. The relation to worldsheet
and spacetime supersymmetry is discussed in [3], for the Green-Schwarz superstring in [19] [44],
and in the presence of RR fields in [30]. In [31], a superspace with manifest T-duality including
Ramond-Ramond gauge fields is presented. The superspace is defined by the double nondegenerate
super-Poincare algebras where Ramond-Ramond charges are introduced by central extension. In
[56] an interpretation of T-dualization procedure of type II superstring theory in double space is
given, taking into account compatibility between supersymmetry and T-duality. A geometry of
superspace corresponding to double field theory for type II supergravity is introduced in [16] based
on an orthosymplectic extension OSp(d, d|2s) of the continuous T-duality group.
2 Supersymmetry super Lie n-algebras
Here we introduce what we need below on super Lie n-algebras associated with supersymmetry.
Similarly to how L∞-algebras are extensions of Lie algebras to include higher brackets, super L∞-
algebras are extensions of Lie superalgebras to include higher graded brackets. These turn out to be
defined via more familiar differential graded (DG) algebras when we restrict to finite-dimensional
super-vector spaces.
Definition 2.1. Write
CE : sLfin∞AlgR →֒ dgAlg
op
/R
for the full subcategory of the opposite of that of differential graded-algebras augmented over R (i.e.
DG R-algebras equipped with a algebra homomorphism to R) whose underlying graded algebra is
freely generated as a graded super-commutative algebra on a Z-graded super-vector space which is
degreewise finite dimensional. This is the category of super L∞-algebras of finite type.
If we consider just R-algebras AlgR instead of augmented R-algebras Alg/R, then the analogous
full inclusion
CE : sLcvd,fin∞ AlgR →֒ dgAlg
op
R
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is called that of possibly curved L∞-algebras of finite type, with possibly curved homomorphism
between them.
Under the functor dgAlgop/R → dgAlg
op
R
which forgets the augmentation, then every L∞-algebra
is regarded as a curved L∞-algebra with vanishing curvature and as such there are then possibly
curved homomorphisms between non-curved L∞-algebras.
Remark 2.2. This means that for g ∈ sL∞AlgR a super L∞-algebra, then every generator of its
Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra CE(g) carries a bidegree (n, σ) ∈ Z× (Z/2) and for two such elements
the following holds
ω1 ∧ ω2 = (−1)
n1n2+σ1σ2ω2 ∧ ω1 .
(these signs are as in [15, II.2.109] and [22, appendix 6]). These DG-algebras CE(g) are the “Cartan
integrable systems” of [20] and the “free differential algebras” (FDAs) of [73] [15, III.6].3
By forming the linear dual of a differential graded algebra of finite type, it equivalently becomes
a differential graded co-algebra. That every L∞-algebra gives a differential co-algebra is originally
due to [45] and that this faithfully reflects the original L∞-algebra is due to [46], see [63, around
def. 13]. In more modern parlance this is due to the Koszul duality between the operads for Lie
algebras and that for commutative algebras.
While differential co-algebras are less familar in practice, they have the advantage that they
immediately reflect also L∞-algebras not of finite type. This gives a full inclusion
sLfin∞AlgR →֒ sL∞AlgR
into the category of possibly degreewise infinite dimensional super L∞-algebras, and similarly for
the curved case
sLcvd,fin∞ AlgR →֒ sL
cvd
∞ AlgR .
Notice that there is a fully faithful inclusion
sLieAlgR →֒ sL∞AlgR
of ordinary super Lie algebras into super L∞-algebras, whose image is those g for which all gener-
ators in CE(g) are in degree (1, σ), for some super-degree σ. Notice that for g a super L∞-algebra
structure on a graded super vector space V , its CE-differential may be co-restricted to its co-unary
piece (which sends single generators to single generators). This is the super cochain complex dual
to the underlying super chain complex of the L∞-algebra.
Example 2.3. For n ∈ N we write bnR for the super L∞-algebra for which CE(b
nR) has a single
generator in bidegree (n+1, even), and vanishing differential (the “line Lie n-algebra”). For g any
super L∞-algebra, we call a homomorphism
µ : g −→ bnR
an L∞-cocycle of degree (n+ 1) on g with coefficients in R. Because dually this is, by definition, a
closed element in CE(g) of degree (n+ 1) (see [63, section 6.3]).
We are going to use homotopy theory of super L∞-algebras. A standard method to present such
are model categories ([35]), but for our puposes here a more lighweight structure is fully sufficient:
that of a Brown category of fibrant objects. See [55, Def. 3.54] for review in a context that we are
concerned with here.
3It is however crucial that they are not in general free as differential algebras, but just as graded-commutative
algebras. In rational homotopy theory one also speaks of “quasi-free” or “semi-free” dg-algebras.
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Proposition 2.4 ([59]). There is a model category whose category of fibrant objects is precisely
the category sL∞AlgR of super L∞-algebras, and such that on these the weak equivalences are
the morphisms for which the underlying morphism of dual super chain complexes (Remark 2.2)
is a quasi-isomorphism, and whose fibrations are the morphisms that induce a surjection on the
underlying chain complexes. In terms of the dual Chevalley-Eilenberg algebras, this corresponds to
an injection on the graded linear subspaces spanned by the generators.
Proof. By [59, Prop 4.36, Prop. 4.42] there is a model category for ordinary (i.e. bosonic) L∞-
algebras with these properties. By chasing through the proofs there, one finds that they immediately
generalize to the super-algebraic situation.
Example 2.5 ([27, Prop. 3.5]). For g any super L∞-algebra and
µp+2 : g −→ b
p+1
R
any homomorphism into the line Lie (p + 1)-algebra (a (p + 2)-cocycle on g, Example 2.3), the
CE-algebra CE(ĝ) of its homotopy fiber ĝ
hofib(µp+2)
−−−−−−−−−→g is given from that of CE(g) by adjoining
a single generator bp+1 in degree p+ 1 and extending the differential by
dĝ bp+1 = µp+2 ,
i,e.
CE (ĝ) ≃ CE (g) [b]/(dbp+1 = µp+2) .
Notice that for g an ordinary super Lie algebra, and for p = 0, i.e. for the case of a 2-cocycle,
then ĝ thus defined is simply the ordinary central extension of super Lie algebras classified by the
2-cocycle. Therefore in the general case we may think of the homotopy fiber ĝ as the higher central
extension of super L∞-algebras classified by a super L∞-cocycle.
We are interested in supersymmetry super Lie algebras, and their extensions to super L∞-
algebras. To be self-contained, we briefly collect now some basics on Majorana spinors and space-
time supersymmetry algebras, as well as their interrelation, as the spacetime dimension ranges from
11 down to 9. We use conventions as in [15, II.7.1], except for the first two points to follow, where
we use the opposite signs. This means that our Clifford matrices behave as in [15, II.7.1], the only
difference is in a sign when raising a spacetime index or lowering a spacetime index.
Definition 2.6. (i) The Lorentzian spacetime metric is η := diag(−1,+1,+1,+1, · · · ).
(ii) The Clifford algebra relation is ΓaΓb + ΓbΓa = −2ηab;
(iii) The timelike index is a = 0, the spacelike indices range a ∈ {1, · · · , d− 1}.
(iv) A unitary Dirac representation of Spin(d− 1, 1) is on C2
ν
where d ∈ {2ν, 2ν + 1}, via Clifford
matrices such that Γ†0 = Γ0 and Γ
†
a = −Γ
†
a for a ≥ 1.
(v) For ψ ∈ Matν×1(C) a complex spinor, we write ψ := ψ
†Γ0 for its Dirac conjugate. If we have
Majorana spinors forming a real sub-representation S then restricted to these the Dirac conjugate
coincides with the Majorana conjugate ψ†Γ0 = ψ
TC (where C is the Charge conjugation matrix).
As usual we write
Γa1···ap :=
1
p!
∑
permutations σ
(−1)|σ|Γaσ(1) · · ·Γaσ(p)
8
for the anti-symmetrization of products of Clifford matrices. These conventions imply that all Γa
are self-conjugate with respect to the pairing (−)(−), hence that(
ψΓa1···apψ
)∗
= (−1)p(p−1)/2 ψΓa1···apψ
holds for all ψ. This means that the following expressions are real numbers
ψψ , ψΓaψ , i ψΓa1a2ψ , i ψΓa1a2a3ψ , ψΓa1···a4ψ , ψΓa1···a5ψ , i ψΓa1···a6ψ , · · · .
Definition 2.7. Given d ∈ N and N a real Spin(d − 1, 1)-representation (hence some direct sum
of Majorana and Majorana-Weyl representations), the corresponding super-Minkowski super Lie
algebra
R
d−1,1|N ∈ sLieAlgR
is the super Lie algebra defined by the fact that its Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra is the (N,Z/2)-
bigraded differential-commutative differential algebra generated from elements {ea}d−1a=0 in bidegree
(1, even) and from elements {ψα}dimNα=1 in bidegree (1, odd) with differential given by
dψα = 0 , dea = ψ ∧ Γaψ .
Here on the right we use the spinor-to-vector bilinear pairing, regarded as a super 2-form, i.e. in
terms of the charge conjugation matrix C this is
ψ ∧ Γaψ = (CΓa)αβ ψ
α ∧ ψβ ,
where summation over repeated indices is understood. Notice that we do not include a factor of 12
in the definition of dea.
Definition 2.8. Let {γa}
d−1
a=0 be a Dirac representation on C
16 of the Lorentzian d = 9 Clifford
algebra as above. We obtain a Dirac representation of the d = 10 and d = 11 Clifford algebra by
taking the following block matrices acting on C16 ⊕C16
Γa≤8 :=
(
0 γa
γa 0
)
, Γ9 :=
(
0 I
−I 0
)
, Γ10 :=
(
iI 0
0 −iI
)
,
where I is the identity matrix.
Remark 2.9. The unique irreducible Majorana representation of Spin(10, 1) is of real dimension 32.
Under the inclusions
Spin(8, 1) →֒ Spin(9, 1) →֒ Spin(10, 1)
this representation branches as
32 7→ 16⊕ 16 7→ 16⊕ 16 ,
where in the middle 16 and 16 are the left and right chiral Majorana-Weyl representations in 10d,
while on the right the 16 is again the unique irreducible real representation in 9d. Under this
branching we decompose a Majorana spinor ψ ∈ 32 as
ψ =
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
with ψ1 ∈ 16 and ψ2 ∈ 16 or 16.
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When we consider T-duality and S-duality below, the Clifford algebra generators will receive
various re-interpretations. To make this transparent we introduce the following notation.
Definition 2.10. Define another set of matrices {ΓIIBa }
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a=0 by
ΓIIBa :=

Γa | a ≤ 8 ,(
0 I
I 0
)
| a = 9 .
For emphasis we write the original matrices also as ΓIIAa := Γa, for a ≤ 9.
Moreover we also write
σ1 := Γ9 , σ2 := −Γ9Γ10 , σ3 := Γ10 .
Remark 2.11. The matrices {ΓIIBa }
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a=0 in Def. 2.10 do not represent a Clifford algebra, but the
product of any even number of them represents the correct such product acting on 16 ⊕ 16. For
instance exp(ωabΓIIBab ) are the elements of the Spin(d − 1, 1)-representation on 16 ⊕ 16. Also, for
odd p = 2k + 1, each of the pairings
ψΓIIBa1···apψ = ψ
†ΓIIB0 Γ
IIB
a1···apψ
is the sum of the corresponding pairings on two copies of 16.
Remark 2.12. (i) By Def. 2.10 and Def. 2.8 we have
ΓIIB9 = iΓ9Γ10 = Γ9Γ11
or, equivalently,
Γ9 = iΓ
IIB
9 Γ10 .
This simple relation is crucial in the proof of T-duality in Theorem 5.3.
(ii) This relation also makes it manifest that ΓIIB9 commutes not only with all Γ
IIB
ab for a, b ≤ 8, but
also with all ΓIIBa Γ
IIB
9 . Consequently, Γ10 as well as Γ9 are invariant under the IIB Spin-action, in
that (with the notation in Def. 2.10)
exp(−ωabΓIIBab ) σi exp(ω
abΓIIBab ) = σi
for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
(iii) Conversely, rotation in the (9, 10)-plane leaves all the ΓIIBa invariant, in that
exp(−α4Γ9Γ10) Γ
IIB
a exp(
α
4Γ9Γ10) = Γ
IIB
a .
Definition 2.13. We write R10,1|32 (in M-theory) and R9,1|16+16 (in type IIA) and R9,1|16+16 (in
type IIB) and R8,1|16+16 (in common 9d) for the super-Minkowski super Lie algebras (Def. 2.7)
given by the Spin representations of Remark 2.9.
We now start with an observation relating the algebraic structures of super-Minkowski space-
times (Def. 2.7) in dimensions nine and ten.
Proposition 2.14. The bilinear spinor-to-vector pairings ψ 7→ (ψΓaψ) in dimensions 11 and 10
constitute 2-cocycles on the super-Minkowski super Lie algebras of one dimension lower (Def. 2.13):
(i) cM2 := ψ ∧ Γ10ψ ∈ CE(R
9,1|16+16);
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(ii) cIIA2 :=
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
∧ ΓIIA9
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
∈ CE(R8,1|16+16);
(iii) cIIB2 :=
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
∧ ΓIIB9
(
ψ1
ψ2
)
∈ CE(R8,1|16+16).
Moreover, these 2-cocycles classify consecutive central super Lie algebra extensions of super-Minkowski
spacetime from 9d to 11d (Def. 2.13) in that we get the following diagram of super L∞-algebras
R10,1|32
π10

R9,1|16+16
πIIB9
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
R9,1|16+16
πIIA9
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
cM2 // bR
R8,1|16+16
cIIB2uu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
cIIA2 ))❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
bR bR
where each “hook”
ĝ
π

g
ω2 // bR
corresponds to the central extension ĝ of g classified by the 2-cocycle ω2 (i.e. is a homotopy fiber
sequence of super L∞-algebras, according to Example 2.5).
Proof. To see that the given 2-forms are indeed cocycles: they are trivially closed (by Def. 2.7),
and so all that matters is that we have a well-defined super-2-form in the first place. Since the ψα
are in bidegree (1, odd), they all commute with each other. and hence the condition is that the
spinor-to-vector pairing is symmetric. This is the case for Majorana spinors. (This is a simple but
deep fact, highlighted before in [17, (2.4)], [27, Prop. 4.5]).
Now we consider the extensions. Notice that for g any super Lie algebra (of finite dimension),
and for ω ∈ ∧2g∗ a Lie algebra 2-cocycle on it, the Lie algebra extension ĝ that this classifies is
neatly characterized in terms of its dual Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra; it is simply the original CE
algebra with one new generator e in degree (1, even) adjoined, and with the differential of e taken
to be ω:
CE(ĝ) =
(
(CE(g)⊗ 〈e〉), de = ω
)
.
Hence in the case of ω = cIIA2 we identify the new generator with e
9. Furthermore, we see from
Prop. 2.12 that the equation de9 = cIIA2 is precisely what distinguishes the CE-algebra of R
8,1|16+16
from that of R9,1|16+16. This follows by Def. 2.7, Def. 2.8, and using the fact that the spinors all
have the same underlying representation space by Remark 2.9.
The other two cases are directly analogous.
3 Double dimensional reduction
In this section we formalize the concept of double dimensional reduction of branes on a circle bundle
(originally due to [23]) as an equivalence between higher homotopy algebra structures (theorem 3.8
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below), which is at the same time a formalization and a generalization of earlier treatments (as
for instance [25]). This may be iterated to deal with reducing on successive circles, i.e. on tori.
The free and cyclic loop space construction will play a major role in this formalization (see remark
3.1 below), which in terms of L∞-cohomolgy translates into passage to Hochschild and cyclic L∞-
homology (see remark 3.2 below). We close this section below in remark 3.9 with spelling out how
the L∞-theoretic statement of theorem 3.8 indeed reflects the informal idea of double dimensional
reduction.
Here we make use of one of the main result of rational homotopy theory (see e.g. [33] for
review); namely, that the rational homotopy type of a connected topological space X with nilpotent
fundamental group is completely and faithfully encoded into a suitable L∞-algebra l(X), which one
may think of as being the ∞-Lie algebra of the loop group ΩX (itself an “∞-group”, namely a
grouplike A∞-space). The Sullivan model dg-algebras of rational homotopy theory [71], are nothing
but the CE-algebras of (particularly good representatives) of connective L∞-algebras:
topological space loop ∞-group L∞-algebra Sullivan model
X ΩX l(X) CE(lX)
The observation that traditional rational homotopy theory sits inside the homotopy theory of L∞-
algebras was implicit alredy in the original [60], but was made fully explicit only in [34], on which
the model [59] is based, which we use in Proposition 2.4. A review of rational homotopy theory
from this modern perspective is in [11, section 2]. For more exposition in our context see also [29,
appendix A].
We recall the following fact due to Vigue´ et al.:
Remark 3.1 (Sullivan model for free and cyclic loop spaces). The cyclic loop space of a topological
space X is the homotopy quotient LX/S1, where LX := Maps(S1,X) denotes the free loop space
of X and the S1-action is given by rotation of loops. If X is simply connected, and (∧•V, d
X
) is a
minimal Sullivan model for the rationalization of X, then a Sullivan model for the rationalization
of the free loop space LX of X is given by [75]
CE(l(LX)) =
(
∧• (V ⊕ sV ), d
LX
)
,
where sV is V with degrees shifted down by one, and with dLX acting for v ∈ V as dLX v = dXv,
dLX sv = −s dXv where on the right s : V → sV is extended uniquely as a graded derivation. A
Sullivan model for the rationalization of the cyclic space LX/S1 is given by [74]
CE(l(LX/S1)) =
(
∧•
(
V ⊕ sV ⊕ 〈ω2〉
)
, d
LX/S1
)
with d
LX/S1
ω2 = 0 and with dLX/S1 acting on w ∈ ∧
1V ⊕ sV as d
LX/S1
w = d
LX
w + ω2 ∧ sw.
Moreover, the canonical sequence of L∞-homomorphisms
l(LX) −→ l(LX/S1) −→ bR
is a rational model for the homotopy fiber sequence LX → LX/S1 → BS1 that exhibits the
homotopy quotient.
Remark 3.2 (Jones’ theorem). The Sullivan models for free and cyclic loop spaces as in remark 3.1
will appear (in a super L∞-theoretic generalization to follow in Definition 3.3) below in Theorem
3.8 purely as part of an L∞-theoretic incarnation of the concept of double dimensional reduction.
All the more does it seem interesting to briefly recall the close relation of these dg-algebras to
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Hochschild homology and to cyclic homology. This is known as Jones’ theorem [41] (see [48] for
expository review): Let X be a simply connected topological space. Then the ordinary cohomology
H•(−) of its free loop space is isomorphic to the Hochschild homology HH• of its dg-algbra C
•(X)
of singular cochains:
H•(LX) ≃ HH•(C
•(X)) .
Similarly, the S1-equivariant cohomology of the free loop space, hence the cohomology of the cyclic
loop space, is isomorphic to the cyclic homology HC•(−) of the cochains:
H•(LX/S1) ≃ HC•(C
•(X)) .
Specifically ifX happens to carry the structure of a smooth manifold, then the dg-algebra of singular
chains with real coefficients is quasi-isomorphic to the de-Rham dg-algebra of smooth differential
forms Ω•(X), and hence in this case
H•(LX,R) ≃ HH•(Ω
•(X)) and H•(LX/S1,R) ≃ HC•(Ω
•(X)) .
Therefore in this case Remark 3.1 together with the central theorem of Quillen-Sullivan rational
homotopy says that the cochain cohomology of the Chevalley-Eilenberg complexes of the L∞-
algebras l(LX) and l(LX/S1) coincide with the Hochschild homology and the cyclic homology,
respectively, of the CE-algebra of the L∞-algebra l(X):
H•(CE(l(LX ))) ≃ HH•(CE(l(X ))) and H
•(CE(l(LX/S1 ))) ≃ HC•(CE(l(X ))) .
Remark 3.1 motivates the following generalization:
Definition 3.3. Let h be a super L∞-algebra.
1. The free loop algebra of h is the super L∞-algebra defined by
CE(Lh) =
(
∧• (h∗ ⊕ sh∗), dLh
)
,
where sh∗ is a copy of h∗ with bi-degrees shifted by (−1, even), with dLh acting as
dLhv = dhv
dLhsv = −sdhv
for all v ∈ h∗, where s is the graded derivation of degree (−1, even) which sends the original
generators v ∈ h∗ to their shifted image sv ∈ sh∗.
2. The cyclification of h is the L∞-algebra Lh/R defined by
CE(Lh/R) =
(
∧• (h∗ ⊕ sh∗ ⊕ 〈ω2〉), dLh/R
)
with
dLh/R ω2 = 0
and with dLh/R acting on w ∈ h⊕ sh as
dLh/R w = dLhw + ω2 ∧ sw .
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Lemma 3.4. The free loop algebra construction from Definition 3.3 extends to a functor on the
category of super L∞-algebras
L(−) : sL∞AlgR −→ sL∞AlgR
by taking a super L∞-homomorphism f : h1 → h2 to the homomorphism Lf whose dual (Lf)
∗ is
given on generators v ∈ ∧1h∗2 by
(Lf)∗(v) = f∗(v)
(Lf)∗(s2v) = s1f
∗(v) .
Similarly the cyclification operation from Definition 3.3 extends to a functor
L(−)/R : sL∞AlgR −→ sL∞AlgR
by taking a homomorphism f to the homomorphism Lf/R whose dual is given on v and sv by (Lf)∗
as before, and which sends the copy of the generator ω2 in CE(Lh2/R) to the generator of the same
name in CE(Lh1/R).
Proof. To see that L(−) is functorial on homomorphisms of graded algebras it is sufficient to
observe that the relation (Lf)∗(s2v) = s1(Lf)
∗(v) on generators implies that (Lf)∗ commutes with
s generally. For instance on binary wedge products of generators we get
(Lf)∗(s(v1 ∧ v2)) = (Lf)
∗((sv1) ∧ v2 + (−1)
deg(v1+1)(sv2))
= (Lf)∗(sv1) ∧ (Lf)
∗(v2) + (−1)
deg(v1)+1(Lf)∗(v1) ∧ (Lf)
∗(sv2)
= s((Lf)∗(v1)) ∧ (Lf)
∗(v2) + (−1)
deg((Lf)∗(v1))+1(Lf)∗(v1) ∧ s((Lf)
∗(v2))
= s(Lf)∗(v1 ∧ v2) .
It remains to see that (Lf)∗ respects the differential. On the unshifted generators v this is so
because f∗ does respect the differential. For shifted generators it follows by this computation:
(Lf)∗(dLh2s2v) = −(Lf)
∗(s2dLh2v)
= −s1(Lf)
∗(dh2v)
= −s1f
∗(dh2v)
= −s1dh1f
∗(v)
= −s1dLh1f
∗(v)
= dLh1s1(Lf)
∗(v)
= dLh1(Lf)
∗(s2v)
Finally, that also (Lf/R)∗ respects the differential follows by this computation:
(Lf/R)∗(dLh2/Rw) = (Lf/R)
∗(dLh2w + ω2 ∧ sw)
= (Lf)∗(dLh2w) + (Lf/R)
∗(ω2 ∧ sw)
= dLh2(Lf)
∗(w) + ω2 ∧ (Lf)
∗(sw)
= dLh2(Lf)
∗(w) + ω2 ∧ s(Lf)
∗(w) .
where we used the previous statements about (Lf)∗.
The two super L∞-algebras from Definition 3.3 are related as follows.
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Proposition 3.5. For any super L∞-algebra h, its free loop algebra and its cyclification (Def. 3.3)
sit in a homotopy fiber sequence of the form
Lh // Lh/R
ω2 // bR ,
where ω2 is the 2-cocycle given by the CE-element of the same name in Def. 3.3.
Proof. The second morphism is a fibration (according to Proposition 2.4), by the surjection evident
from their definition. Moreover, from the form of the differentials, the first morphism is directly
seen to be the ordinary fiber of the second. Hence it models the homotopy fiber.
The key observation now, noticed in a particular case in [29, Prop. 3.8], is that the cyclification
of coefficients is what formalizes “double dimensional reduction” of branes [23], i.e. the joint process
of reducing spacetime dimension and reducing in parallel the dimension of branes in this spacetime,
or dually, the cohomological degrees of their charges. Or rather: those branes/charges that “wrap”
the dimension being reduced are to reduce in parallel, while those that do not wrap should just
descend. We formalize this by Theorem 3.8 below, see remark 3.9 further below for discussion of
the physical interpretation. To state the formalization, we first need to make explicit the following
basic construction:
Definition 3.6. Given any super L∞-algebra b ∈ sL∞AlgR, then the slice over g is the category
(sL∞AlgR)/b whose objects are super L∞-homomorphisms g
φ
→ b into b, and whose morphisms are
super L∞-homomorphisms g1 → g2 that respect the morphisms down to b in that they make the
diagrams shown on the right commute:
Hom/b ((g1, φ1), (g2, φ2)) :=

g1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴
φ1 ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
g2
φ2⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧⑧
⑧
b
 .
Example 3.7. Consider the operation that sends any super L∞-homomorphism of the form
µp+2 : g −→ b
p+1
R
(i.e. a super L∞-cocycle, according to Example 2.3) to its homotopy fiber ĝ represented via Example
2.5
CE (ĝ) := CE(g)[bp+1]/(dbp+1 = µp+2) .
This operation extends to a functor on the slice category (Def. 3.6) over bp+1R
hofib : (sL∞AlgR)/bp+1R −→ sL∞AlgR ,
by taking any super L∞-homomorphism f in
g1
f //
µ1p+2 ##
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
g2
µ2p+2{{①①
①①
①①
①①
bp+1R
to the homomorphism hofib(f) whose dual (hofib(f))∗ is given on CE(g2) by f
∗ and sends the
generator b2p+1 to b
1
p+1. This respects the differential on the original generators because f
∗ does,
and it respects the differential on the new generator because
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(hofib(f))∗(dĝ2b
2
p+1) = (hofib(f))
∗(µ2p+2)
= f∗(µ2p+2)
= µ1p+1
= dĝ1b
1
p+1
= dĝ1(hofib(f))
∗b2p+1 ,
where the third equality used is equivalent to the commutativity of the triangular diagram above.
Theorem 3.8 (L∞-theoretic double dimensional reduction and oxidation). Let g and h be super
L∞-algebras, such that CE(h) has no generators in degree 1. Let moreover c2 : g → bR be a 2-
cocycle (Definition 2.3) and π : ĝ→ g be the central extension classified by c2, according to Example
2.5. Then there is a bijection
Hom(ĝ, h)
oo oxidation
reduction
≃ // Hom/bR(g,Lh/R)
between super L∞-homomorphisms out of ĝ into h and super L∞-homomorphism over bR from g
(in the sense of Definition 3.6) to the cyclification Lh/R of h (Def. 3.3):
(
ĝ // h
)
←→

g //
c2 ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ Lh/R
ω2||①①
①①
①①
①①
bR
 .
More generally, if we consider g and h as curved L∞-algebras with vanishing curvature, according
to Definition 2.1, then the bijection holds without any condition on h as a bijection between hom-sets
of possibly curved super L∞-homomorphism. Moreover, in this case the bijection is natural in its
arguments (i.e. compatible with pre- and postcomposition with curved super L∞-homomorphisms).
In other words, the functors from Example 3.3 (Lemma 3.4) and Example 3.7 then form an adjoint
pair (e.g. [8, chapter 3]) with hofib left adjoint to the cyclification functor L(−)/R from Def. 3.3:
sL∞Alg
cvd
R
L(−)/R
⊥ //
oo hofib
(sL∞Alg
cvd
R )/bR
Finally, the unit η(g),ω2 of this adjunction,
g
c2 ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
ηg,c2 // Lĝ/R
ω2||②②
②②
②②
②②
bR
(i.e. the image under the above correspondence of the identity on some ĝ) is dually given by the
map that
1. sends unshifted generators to themselves, except for e (the extra generator with dĝe = c2
according to example 2.5) which is sent to zero,
2. sends all shifted generators to zero, except for the shift s(e) of the extra generator, that instead
is sent to minus the algeba unit s(e) 7→ −1 (this makes it a curved L∞-morphism).
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Proof. We discuss the adjunction for curved L∞-homomorphism. The statement for the non-curved
case then follows immediately as a special case.
First consider the bijection as such. Dually we need to show that there is an identification
Hom(CE(h),CE(ĝ)) ≃ HomCE(bR)/(CE(Lh/R),CE(g)) .
between homomorphisms of dg-algebras (not augmented) out of CE(h) into CE(ĝ) and dg-algebra
homomorphisms under CE(bR) out of CE(Lh/R) into CE(g)
(
CE(h) // CE(ĝ)
)
←→

CE(bR)
c2
%%❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
❏❏
ω2
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
q
CE(Lh/R) // CE(g)
 .
Since, after forgetting the differential, CE(h) is a free graded polynomial algebra, we may write
CE(h) =
(
R[{xp}], dCE(h)xi = Pi({xp})
)
for suitable polynomials Pi in the variables {xp}. Then a DGCA homomorphism from CE(h) to
CE(ĝ) is just a collection of elements αp in CE(ĝ), one for each generator of CE(h), such that
d
CE(ĝ)αi = Pi({αp}) .
Since gˆ is the the central extension of g classified by ω2, we have
CE(ĝ) =
(
CE(g)[e], d
CE(gˆ)
e = γ2
)
,
where γ2 is the image of the generator ω2 of R[ω2] ≃ CE(bR) under the map c2 : R[ω2] → CE(g).
Since e has degree 1, we then see that there is a vector space decomposition
CE(ĝ) = CE(g)⊕
(
e ∧ CE(g)
)
.
Consequently, we can uniquely decompose all the elements αp as
αp = βp − e ∧ α˜p−1 , (1)
with α˜p−1, βp ∈ CE(g). We denote this by
π∗(αp) := α˜p−1 and αp|g := βp (2)
in order to amplify the geometric interpretation. Forgetting the differential, we have
CE(Lh/R) = R[{xp, yp−1}, ω2] ,
so that the assignment
xp 7→ βp; yp−1 7→ α˜p−1 (3)
precisely defines a morphism of graded commutative algebras under R[ω2] from CE(Lh/R) to CE(g).
That is, the image of the additional generator ω2 of CE(Lh/R) is prescribed to be γ2 by the
requirement of having a morphism under R[ω2]. We are therefore left with checking that this is
indeed a morphism of DGCAs. In terms of the generators {xp, yp−1} and ω2, the differential in
CE(Lh/R) reads
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d
CE(Lh/R)
xi = Pi({xp}) + ω2 ∧ yp−1 , dCE(Lh/R)yi−1 = −
∑
j
yj−1
∂Pi
∂xj
({xp}) , dCE(Lh/R)ω2 = 0 .
The fact that the above assignment is a morphism of DGCAs then follows from the matching
Pi({βp})− e ∧
∑
j
α˜j−1
∂Pi
∂xj
(
{βp}
)
= Pi({βp − e ∧ α˜p})
= Pi({αp})
= d
CE(ĝ)
αi
= d
CE(ĝ)
(βi − e ∧ α˜i−1)
= d
CE(g)
βi − γ2 ∧ α˜i−1 + e ∧ dCE(g)α˜i−1 .
This establishes the bijection for any fixed ĝ and h. For this bijection to be natural we need to
show that for every morphism
g2
(ω2)2 !!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
f // g1
(ω2)1}}⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤⑤
⑤
bR
in (sL∞AlgR)/bR (Def. 3.6) and every morphism
h1
g // h2
in sL∞AlgR the following diagram (of functions between hom-sets) commutes:
Hom(ĝ1, h1)
≃
reduction
//
g◦(−)◦hofib(f)

Hom/bR(g1,Lh1/R)
Lg/R◦(−)◦f

Hom(ĝ2, h2)
≃
reduction
// Hom/bR(g2,Lh2/R) ,
where the vertical maps are those given by pre- and postcomposition, as indicated.
By unwinding the definition, one finds that indeed both ways of going around this square take
a homomorphism φ : ĝ1 → h1 to the homomotphism g2 → Lh2/R which is given, dually, for any
generator v ∈ ∧1h∗1 by
v 7→ f∗((φ∗(g∗(v)))|g1)
sv 7→ f∗((π1)∗(φ
∗(g∗(v))))
where we are using (2).
This establishes the adjunction. Finally we show that the adjunction unit η is as claimed.
One way to see this is to apply the above corespondence to the identity morphism on ĝ. But it is
instructive to spell this out: First observe that the map as claimed is indeed well defined: Its dual
incarnation respects the differential on e because
dLĝ/Re = c2 + ω2 ∧ s(e) 7→ c2 + c2 ∧ (−1) = 0 ,
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Showing that this is indeed the adjunction unit is equivalent to showing that image of any ĝ
φ
−→ h
under the adjunction correspondence is equal to the composite
g
ηg,c2 // Lĝ/R
Lφ/R // Lh/R .
This now follows by direct inspection. By the above, the dual of this composite sends any unshifted
generator cp to
cp 7→ αp = βp − e ∧ α˜p−1 7→ βp
and any shifted generator s(cp) to
s(cp) 7→ s(αp) = s(βp)− s(e) ∧ α˜p−1 − e ∧ s(α˜p−1) 7→ −(−1) ∧ α˜p−1 = α˜p−1 .
This is indeed as in assignment (3) above.
Remark 3.9 (Geometric interpretation of L∞-algebraic dimensional reduction). The general theory
of adjoint functors (e.g. [8, chapter 3]) provides insight as to the geometric nature of the super
L∞-algebraic formalization of dimensional reduction from Theorem 3.8. Namely given any pair of
adjoint functors L ⊣ R, then the unit of the adjunction ηx : x → RLx is such that the natural
bijection between hom-sets
Hom(Lx, y)
≃
−→ Hom(x,Rx)
is given by sending any morphism of the form φ : Lx→ y to the composite
x
ηx
−→ RLx
Rφ
−→ Ry .
Specified to the situation in Theorem 3.8, this means that the L∞-theoretic double dimensional
reduction of a super L∞-homomorphism
ĝ
φ
−→ h
on a central R-extension ĝ of some super L∞-algebra g is the following composite:
g
ηg // Lĝ/R
L(φ)/R // Lh/R .
In terms of the geometric interpretation via rational homotopy theory from Remark 3.1 the mor-
phism ηg here has the following interpretation:
Let X̂ → X be a principal circle bundle. Then there is a map
X −→ LX̂/S1
which sends each point of X to the loop that winds around the circle fiber over that point, at unit
parameter speed. As a map to the free loop space LX̂ this would not be well defined unless the
circle bundle were trivial, because by definition of principal circle bundles its fibers are identified
with the typical fiber (the circle) only up to rigid rotation of that circle. But this is precisely the
relation that is divided out by passing to the cyclified space LX̂/S1, which makes the assignment
of points to the loops that wind around their fibers be well defined.
Hence given any map of spaces X̂
f
−→ H, then we may pass to the induced map on loops in X̂
modulo rigid rotation, and then precompose with the above fiber-assigning map
X // LX̂/S1
Lf/S1 // LH/S1 .
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Under the Quillen-Sullivan functor from spaces to their associated L∞-algebras in rational homo-
topy theory, this is the L∞-algebraic construction above.
And this shows just how this formalizes the intuitive picture of double dimensional reduction:
For let Σp+1 be a manifold of dimension p + 1 and let Σp+1 −→ X be the worldvolume of some
p-brane in X. Thinking of f : X̂ → H as classifying a background field for (p+1)-branes on X̂ (for
instance for H = K(Z, p+3), the classifying space for ordinary cohomology) then the dimensionally
reduced coupling term is given by the composite
Σp+1 // X // LX̂/S
1 Lf/S
1
// LH/S1 .
To see what this does, consider what happens locally over some chart U on which the circle extension
X̂ → X is topologically trivial. Then by the ordinary product/hom adjunction S1×(−) ⊣ [S1,−] =
L(−) this is equivalently the composite
Σp+1 × S
1 −→ Û
f |U
−→ H .
But this is nothing than the value of the background field f not on the p-brane worldvolume Σp+1,
but on the worldvolume Σp+1×S
1 of a (p+1)-brane, which “wraps” the circle fiber in Û = U ×S1.
This is precisely the physical picture of double dimensional reduction, originally due to [23].
4 The brane supercocycles
We now naturally associate to systems of super p-brane species certain supercocycles taking values
in super L∞-algebras arising from spheres and related topological spaces/spectra. This follows the
geometric approach to cocycles in supergravity, as in [20] [15]. The algebras for type IIA and type
IIB that we obtain may also be found in [14] [17] [61] [21].
Definition 4.1. Write lS4 ∈ sL∞Alg for the Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra which is the minimal
Sullivan model of the 4-sphere according to [71]:
CE(lS4) =
{
dg4 = 0
dg7 = −
1
2g4 ∧ g4
}
.
Definition 4.2. On the super Lie algebra R10,1|32 (Def. 2.7, Remark 2.9) define the cochains
µ
M2
:= i2
(
ψ ∧ Γa1a2ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ ea2 ,
µM5 :=
1
5!
(
ψ ∧ Γa1···a5ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5 ,
where the indices run in the set {0, 1, · · · , 10}.
Proposition 4.3. The elements in Def. 4.2 satisfy
dµ
M5
= −12µM2 ∧ µM2 ,
hence consititute a super L∞-algebra homomorphism to the 4-sphere (Def. 4.1):
(µM2 , µM5) : R
10,1|32 −→ lS4 .
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Proof. Using the differential relations dψα = 0 and dea = ψΓaψ from Def. 2.7, we have
dµ
M5
= 15!d
((
ψΓa1···a5ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5
)
= 14!
(
ψΓ[a1···a4a]ψ
) (
ψΓaψ
)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=3(ψΓ[a1a2ψ)(ψΓa3a4]ψ)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ea4
= −12
(
i
2 (ψ ∧ Γa1a2ψ) ∧ e
a1 ∧ ea2
)
∧
(
i
2(ψ ∧ Γa3a4ψ) ∧ e
a3 ∧ ea4
)
= −12µM2 ∧ µM2 ,
where the equality under the brace is the Fierz identity from [15, (3.27a)].
Remark 4.4. In fact there is a stronger statement: A priori the WZW term for the M5-brane is
a 7-cocycle not on R10,1|32, but on the super Lie 3-algebra m2brane which is its higher extension
(according to example 2.5) by the 4-cocycle µM2 [27]:
m2brane
hofib(µM2)

µ′M5 // b6R
R10,1|32
µM2 $$■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
b3R
.
Given such a situation, m2brane is exhibited as a b2R-principal ∞-bundle over R10,1|32 [54] and
one may ask for the b2R-equivariant homotopy descent of µ′M5 down to the base space R
9,1|16+16.
As discussed in [28] this exists and is given, up to equivalence of L∞-cocycles, by the S
4-valued
cocycle (µM2, µM5) from Proposition 4.3.
Example 4.5 ([29, prop. 3.8]). The double dimensional reduction according to Theorem 3.8 of
the M2/M5-brane cocycle from Definition 4.3 and Remark 4.4 is a cocycle of the form
R10,1|32
µ
D0
''PP
PP
PPP
PPP
PP
PP
{µIIA
F1
, µIIA
NS5
, µ
D2
, µ
D4} // LS4/bR
ω2
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
bR
.
However, we highlight that there is gauge enhancement: more cocycles appear after dimensional
reduction, notably the D6-brane cocycle, with all cocycles being assembled together in a model for
rational twisted complex topological K-theory in cohomological degrees 0 and 1. As a precise
statement this is Proposition 4.8 below, for which we need the following definitions:
Definition 4.6 ([29, section 4]). Write l(KU/BU(1)) for the L∞-algebra with CE-algebra
CE(l(KU/BU(1))) :=
(
R[h3, {ω2p}p∈Z], dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p
)
and l(ΣKU/BU(1)) for the L∞-algebra with CE-algebra
CE(l(ΣKU/BU(1))) :=
(
R[h3, {ω2p+1}p∈Z], dω2p+3 = h3 ∧ ω2p+1
)
.
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Starting with cocycles in M-theory on R9,1|32 we get cocycles in type IIA on R8,1|16+16 by inte-
gration over the fiber (π10)∗ of the rational circle bundle S
1
R
→ R9,1|32
π10−→ R8,1|16+16, established
in [27, Prop. 4.5].
Definition 4.7. We denote the components of the double dimensional reduction of the M-brane
cocycles as follows, using the notation in Eq. (2):
µ
D0
:= ψΓ10ψ
= ψΓ10ψ ,
µIIA
F1
:= (π10)∗(µM2)
= i
(
ψ ∧ ΓaΓ10ψ
)
∧ ea ,
µ
D2
:= (µ
M2
)|8+1
= i2
(
ψ ∧ Γa1a2ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ ea2 ,
µ
D4
:= (π10)∗(µM5)
= + 14!
(
ψ ∧ Γa1···a4Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea4 .
Furthermore, consider the following elements in CE(R9,1|16+16):
µ
D6
:= i6!
(
ψΓa1···a6ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea6 ,
µ
D8
:= 18!
(
ψΓa1···a8Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea8 ,
µ
D10
:= i10!
(
ψΓa1···a10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea10 ,
where the indices run through {0, 1, · · · , 9}
Proposition 4.8. The elements in Def. 4.7 satisfy the following differential conditions
dµIIA
F1
= 0 ,
dµ
D0
= 0 , dµ
D10
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D8
= 0 ,
dµ
D2
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D0
, dµ
D4
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D2
, dµ
D6
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D4
, dµ
D8
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D6
,
hence they constitute an L∞-cocycle shown as the top morphism of the following diagram:
R9,1|16+16
{µIIA
F1
, µ
D0
, µ
D2
, µ
D4
, µ
D6
, µ
D8
, µ
D10
}
**
L(µ
M2
, µ
M5
)/bR
// LS4/bR
''PP
PP
PPP
PPP
PP
l(ku/BU(1))

l(ku≤6/BU(1)) .
Here for emphasis we also displayed the double dimensional reduction of the M-brane cocycle
from example 4.5, and indicated that these coincide with the IIA cocycles on the F1, the D0, D2,
and D4. Note that the M-brane cocycles also produce the NS5, but not the D6 and higher, which
appear only in 10d (“gauge enhancement”).
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Proof. The first equation follows for instance from dµ
M2
= 0 under dimensional reduction. The
two equations in the second row follow trivially, by dψα = 0 and since there is no bosonic 11-form
on R9,1. Regarding the equations in the third row: Using dψα = 0 and dea = ψΓaψ (Def. 2.7) we
find that they are equivalently rewritten as follows:
dµ
D2
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D0
⇔ −i
(
ψΓa1aψ
)
∧
(
ψΓaψ
)
= +i
(
ψΓa1Γ10ψ
)
∧ ψΓ10ψ
dµ
D4
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D2
⇔ − 13!
(
ψΓ[a1a2a3]aΓ10ψ
) (
ψΓaψ
)
= −12
(
ψΓ[a1a2ψ
) (
ψΓa3]Γ10ψ
)
dµ
D6
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D4
⇔ − i5!
(
ψΓ[a1···a5]aψ
) (
ψΓaψ
)
= i4!
(
ψΓ[a1···a4Γ10ψ
) (
ψΓa5]Γ10ψ
)
dµ
D8
= µIIA
F1
∧ µ
D6
⇔ − 17!
(
ψΓ[a1···a7]aΓ10ψ
) (
ψΓaψ
)
= − 16!
(
ψΓ[a1···a6ψ
) (
ψΓa7]Γ10ψ
)
.
That these conditions hold may be checked to be equivalent to the statement of [17, expressions
(6.8) with coefficients as found above (6.9)].
Alternatively, our main theorem 5.3 below implies that the F1/Dp-cochains for type IIA are
cocycles precisely if those for type IIB are, which we state below as def. 4.9. This implies that
the above Fierz identities in type IIA hold precisely if those in type IIB hold. The latter has been
checked independently in [61, section 2], see prop. 4.10 below.
We now consider a similar construction for the type IIB theory.
Definition 4.9. Define the following elements in the Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra of the type IIB
super-Minkowski spacetime R9,1|16+16 (Def. 2.13):
cIIB2 := ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ = ψΓ
9
Bψ ,
µIIBF1 := i
(
ψΓIIBa Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea
µ
D1
:= i
(
ψΓIIBa Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea ,
µ
D3
:= 13!
(
ψΓIIBa1···a3(Γ9Γ10)ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea3 ,
µ
D5
:= i5!
(
ψΓIIBa1···a5Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5 ,
µ
D7
= 17!
(
ψΓIIBa1···a7(Γ9Γ10)ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea7 ,
µ
D9
= i9!
(
ψΓIIBa1···a9Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea9 .
Proposition 4.10. The elements in Def. 4.9 constitute an L∞-cocycle in IIA super-Minkowski
spacetime with coefficients in the model for twisted K1 from Def. 4.6:
R
9,1|16+16 −→ l(ΣKU/BU(1)) .
Proof. By matching Clifford algebra conventions via remark 2.10, one finds that this is the state-
ment in [61, section 2]. But we may also re-derive this as a consequence of Theorem 5.3 below,
which says that, under the dimensional reduction isomorphism from Theorem 3.8, the IIA cocycles
of Prop. 4.8 are sent to the IIB elements from Def. 4.9 by the L∞-isomorphism of Prop. 5.1. Since
L∞-homomorphisms preserve cocycles, the above claim follows via Theorem 3.8 and Theorem 5.3
from Proposition 4.8.
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In summary, Proposition 4.8 and Proposition 4.10 say that the homotopical descent of the
cocycles for the WZW-terms of the super p-pranes from extended super-Minowski spacetime down
to the actual super-Minkowski spacetime is of the following form:
String theory Unified brane cocycles Rational image of
type IIA R9,1|16+16
µIIA
F1/Dp // l(KU/BU(1)) twisted K0-theory
type IIB R9,1|16+16
µIIB
F1/Dp // l(ΣKU/BU(1)) twisted K1-theory
Notice that in this article, for ease of terminology we say “brane charge”, for the force field
(“flux”) that the given brane feels, sourced by the (“magnetic”) background charge. For D-branes
these are the RR-field strengths, while in the literature it is usual to say “D-brane charge” for
the (“electric”) charge carried by the D-brane itself. That the classification of the RR-fields is in
K0/K1 for type II A/B was first argued in [52, p. 6] for the untwisted case. An explicit extension
to the twisted case is indicated in [9] [50], which corresponds to the fields found above.
5 Super L∞-algebraic T-duality
The goal of this section is to describe how T-duality appears as an isomorphism between the F1/Dp-
brane L∞-cocycles on the type IIA and type IIB supersymmetry super Lie algebra in 10d, after
double dimensional reduction, in the sense of Theorem 3.8, down to 9d.
We have seen (Sec. 3) how the double dimensional reduction crucially involves cyclification.
We will apply this for the corresponding spectra, i.e. rational twisted K-theory, to connect to the
cocycles that we have just encountered in Sec. 4.
Proposition 5.1. The cyclification Ll(KU/BU(1))/R (Def. 3.3) of l(KU/BU(1)) (Def. 4.6) has
CE-algebra
CE(Ll(KU/BU(1))/R) =

dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0
dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2
dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p + c2 ∧ ω2p+1
dω2p+1 = h3 ∧ ω2p−1 + c˜2 ∧ ω2p
 .
The cyclification Ll(ΣKU/BU(1))/R of l(ΣKU/BU(1)) has CE-algebra
CE(Ll(ΣKU/BU(1))/R) =

dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0
dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2
dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p + c˜2 ∧ ω2p+1
dω2p+1 = h3 ∧ ω2p−1 + c2 ∧ ω2p
 .
Hence there is an L∞-isomorphism of the form
φT : l(L(KU/BU(1))/S
1)
φT
≃
// l(L(ΣKU/BU(1))/S1)
relating the cyclifications of the rational twisted KU-coefficients, which is given by
c2 ←→ c˜2 , h3 7−→ h3 , ωp 7−→ ωp .
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Proof. By Definition 3.3, as a polynomial algebra the CE-algebra of Ll(KU/BU(1)) is obtained
from the CE-algebra of l(KU/BU(1)) by adding a shifted copy of each generator. We denote by
ω2p−1 the shifted copy of ω2p and by −c˜2 the shifted copy of h3. The differential is then defined by
dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p , dω2p+1 = h3 ∧ ω2p−1 + c˜2 ∧ ω2p , dh3 = 0, dc˜2 = 0 .
Next, again by Definition 3.3, the CE-algebra of Ll(KU/BU(1))/R is obtained by adding a further
degree 2 generator c2 and defining the differential as
dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p + c2 ∧ ω2p+1 , dω2p+1 = h3 ∧ ω2p−1 + c˜2 ∧ ω2p ,
dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0 , dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2 .
The proof for Ll(ΣKU/BU(1))/R is completely analogous.
Example 5.2. By Prop. 4.8, the combined F1/Dp-brane cocycles on type IIA super-Minkowski
spacetime constitute an L∞-homomorphism (corresponding to rational twisted K
0) of the form
µIIA
F1/Dp
: R9,1|16+16
{
µIIA
F1
, {µ
D2p
}
}
// l(KU/BU(1))
with the coefficient L∞-algebra on the right from Def. 4.6. By Prop. 2.14 and Theorem 3.8 this is
naturally identified with a dimensionally reduced cocycle of the form
L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R : R8,1|16+16
cIIA2 **❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚


µIIA
F1
,
{
µ
D2p
}
(piIIA9 )∗µ
IIA
F1
,
{
(piIIA9 )∗µD2p
}
cIIA2


// L
(
l(KU/BU(1))
)
/R
ω2
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥
bR
with coefficients now given by Prop. 5.1, where in braces on top we see the original cocycles without
the pieces containing e9, below that we see the e9-components, and in the last line the cocycle that
classifies the IIA extension. Similarly, the combined F1/Dp-brane cocycles on type IIB super-
Minkowski spacetime constitute an L∞-homomorphism (corresponding to rational twisted K
1) of
the form
µIIB
F1/Dp
: R9,1|16+16
{
µIIB
F1
, {µ
D(2p+1)
}
}
// l(KU/BU(1))
and by Prop. 2.14 and Theorem 3.8 this is naturally identified with a dimensionally reduced cocycle
of the form
L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R : R8,1|16+16
cIIB2 **❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚


µIIB
F1
, {µ
D(2p+1)
}
(piIIB9 )∗µ
IIB
F1
,
{
(piIIB9 )∗µD(2p+1)
}
cIIB2


// L
(
l(ΣKU/BU(1))
)
/R
ω2
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥❥
❥❥
bR
.
Now for the original F1/Dp cocycles µIIA
F1/Dp
and µIIB
F1/Dp
from [29, Sec. 4] it does not make sense
to ask whether they are equivalent, since their domains are not. However, their double dimensional
reductions in Example 5.2, to which by Theorem 3.8 they bijectively correspond, do have the same
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domain R8,1|16+16. This is ultimately due to the fact that the two inequivalent chiral Spin(9, 1)-
representations become isomorphic as Spin(8, 1)-representations – see Remark 2.9. Hence for these
it makes sense to ask whether they are equivalent L∞-homomorphisms. We now establish that
indeed they are:
Theorem 5.3. The L∞-algebra isomorphism of Proposition 5.1 takes the dimensionally reduced
type IIA F1/Dp-cocycle L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R of Example 5.2 to the dimensionally reduced IIB cocycle
L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R, making the following diagram of super L∞-algebras commute:
bR
Ll(ΣKU/BU(1))/R
ω2
kk❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲❲
R8,1|16+16
L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬
--❬❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
❬❬❬❬❬❬❬
L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
11❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝❝
cIIA2
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
&&▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
cIIB2rrrrrrrrrrr
88rrrrrrrrrrrrr
Ll(KU/BU(1))/R .
≃ φT
OO
ω2
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
bR
Proof. First of all we need to check that
ω2
(
φT (L(µ
IIA
F1/Dp
)/R)
)
= cIIB2 .
By Theorem 3.8 and Prop. 5.1 the left hand side here is the integration over the fiber−(πIIA9 )∗(µ
IIA
F1
).
Hence we need to check that
− (πIIA9 )∗(µ
IIA
F1
) = cIIB2 . (4)
In components this equality says that i ψΓ9Γ10ψ = ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ. This holds by direct inspection – see
Remark 2.12. Similarly, one has
− (πIIB9 )∗(µ
IIB
F1
) = cIIA2 , (5)
due to the identity iψΓIIB9 Γ10ψ = ψΓ9ψ. Moreover, we also have
µIIAF1 |8+1 = µ
IIB
F1 |8+1
due to the identity ΓIIBa = Γa for 0 ≤ a ≤ 8. In view of this, to see that µ
IIA
F1
from Def. 4.7 is sent to
µIIB
F1
from Def. 4.9, use that φT swaps c
IIA
2 with c
IIB
2 , while keeping the restriction µF1 |8+1 intact.
Now we need to check that the D-brane charges are sent to each other. Unwinding the definitions,
this means that interchanging the components of fiber integration (πIIA9 )∗(−) and restriction (−)|8+1
then the process in expression (2) turns the IIA-brane elements from Def. 4.7 to the IIB-brane
elements from Def. 4.9. This is indeed the case, as the following explicit computations show (where
under the braces we keep using remark 2.12):
D1 (πIIA9 )∗(µD2)− e
9 ∧ (µ
D0
|8+1) = i
8∑
a=0
ψΓaΓ9ψ ∧ e
a − ψ Γ10︸︷︷︸
=−iΓIIB9 Γ9
ψ ∧ e9
= i
(
ψΓIIBa Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea
= µ
D1
.
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D3 (πIIA9 )∗(µD4)− e
9 ∧ (µ
D2
|8+1) =
= 13!
8∑
ai=0
ψΓa1a2a3Γ9Γ10ψ ∧ e
a1 ∧ ea2 ∧ ea3 − i2
8∑
ai=0
ψΓa1a2ψ ∧ e
a1 ∧ ea2 ∧ e9
= 13!
8∑
ai=0
ψΓa1a2a3Γ9Γ10ψ ∧ e
a1 ∧ ea2 ∧ ea3 + 13!3
8∑
ai=0
ψΓa1a2Γ
IIB
9 (Γ9Γ10)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−i
ψ ∧ ea1 ∧ ea2 ∧ e9
= 13!
(
ψΓIIBa1a2a3(Γ9Γ10)ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ ea2 ∧ ea3
= µ
D3
.
D5 (π9)∗(µD6)− e
9 ∧ (µ
D4
|8+1) =
= i5!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a5Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5 − 14!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a4Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea4 ∧ e9
= i5!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a5Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5 − 15!5
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a4 Γ10︸︷︷︸
=−iΓIIB9 Γ9
ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea4 ∧ e9
= i5!
(
ψΓIIBa1···a5Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea5
= µ
D5
.
D7 (π9)∗(µD8)− e
9 ∧ (µ
D6
|8+1) =
= 17!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a7Γ9Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea7 − i6!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a6ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea6 ∧ e9
= 17!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a7Γ9Γ10ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea7 + 17!7
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a6Γ
IIB
9 (Γ9Γ10)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=−i
ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea6 ∧ e9
= 17!
(
ψΓa1···a7(Γ9Γ10)ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea7
= µ
D7
.
D9 (π9)∗(µD10)− e
9 ∧ (µ
D8
|8+1) =
= i9!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a9Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea9 − 18!
(
ψΓa1···a8 Γ10︸︷︷︸
=−iΓIIB9 Γ9
ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea8 ∧ e9
= i9!
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a9Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea9 + i9!9
8∑
ai=0
(
ψΓa1···a8Γ
IIB
9 Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea8 ∧ e9
= i9!
(
ψΓa1···a9Γ9ψ
)
∧ ea1 ∧ · · · ∧ ea9
= µ
D9
.
Remark 5.4 (Topological T-duality I). (i) The interpretation of our super-Minkowski spacetimes
as tangent spaces of spacetime manifolds X, and extensions of them as corresponding fiber bundles
X10 → X9 of spacetime manifolds, means that the diagram of super L∞ algebras from Proposition
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2.14
R // R9,1|16+16
hofib(cIIA2 ) ''◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
R9,1|16+16
hofib(cIIB2 )ww♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣
Roo
R8,1|16+16
cIIB2
♦♦♦
♦♦
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
cIIA2
❖❖❖
❖❖
''❖❖
❖❖❖
bR bR ,
together with 3-cocycles µIIA/B
F1
globalizes to a diagram of manifolds of the form
S1
A
// X
IIA
10
π
IIA
9 !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
X
IIB
10
π
IIB
9}}④④
④④
④④
④④
S1
B
oo
X9
which carry closed differential super 3-forms H
A/B
3 ∈ Ω
3
cl(X
A/B
10 ).
Indeed, the consistency of the Green-Schwarz sigma-model for the type II superstring on X
A/B
10
requires that the bispinorial component of the super-3-form H here is constrained to coincide on
each tangent spacetime with our cocycle µ
IIA/B
F1
(this follows from [5, equation (2.11)]). In particular,
if H happens to have vanishing bosonic component, then it is entirely fixed by restricting on each
tangent space to our cocycle µIIA/B
F1
(this is amplified in [5, equation (2.15)]). Similarly, these
circle bundles have first Chern classes whose representing forms C
A/B
2 need to have bispinorial
super-components that super-tangent-space wise coincide with the cocycles c
IIA/B
2 .
(ii) Hence the globalization of the super-tangent-space wise equivalence that we see in equations
(4) and (5) in the proof of Theorem 5.3 imposes the global condition
C
IIA/B
2 = −(π
IIB/A
9 )∗
(
H
IIB/A
3
)
.
This relation is what is used as an axiom for “topological T-duality” in [9, (1.8)], see [12, lemma
2.12, lemma 2.33].
6 T-Correspondence space and Doubled spacetimes
Above we considered T-duality as an equivalence of classifying maps (moduli) of fields. Here we
consider the incarnation of this equivalence in terms of the higher extended super-Minkowski spaces
that are classified thereby.
With every L∞-cocycle on some superalgebra g, we get some L∞-extension that it classifies,
namely its homotopy fiber ĝ −→ g, accoding to Example 2.5. If g is some super-Minkowski super
Lie algebra (Sec. 2), then this extension is the higher extended super-Minkowski spacetime which
may be thought of as containing condensates of those brane species that the cocycle classifies [27,
Remark 3.11]. In particular a 2-cocycle corresponds to a 0-brane and the corresponding extension
is just an ordinary central extension, hence grows one extra dimension of spacetime, as befits a
0-brane condensate [27, Remark 4.6].
Here we analyze this phenomenon for the cocycles that classify the type II branes on 9d N = 2
super-Minkowski spacetime, according to Example 5.2. By Theorem 5.3 there is only one such
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cocycle, up to equivalence, since the dimensional reduction L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R of the IIA branes and
the dimensional reduction L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R of the IIB branes agrees in 9d, by L∞-algebraic T-duality.
Hence we just write L(µII
F1/Dp
)/R for either of them. Now, as made explicit in the diagram in
Theorem 5.3, this cocycle contains contributions from two 0-brane species. One of these is the D0-
brane of type IIA in 10d, descended down to 9d, and the other is the double dimensional reduction
of the type IIB string 3-cocycle from 10d to 9d. Hence the condensation of these [27, Remark 3.11,
4.6] grows two extra spacetime dimensions. By Theorem 5.3, these are the infinitesimal version of
what in finite T-duality are the two circle fibers S1
A
and S1
B
of Remark 5.4. Hence in the notation
of that remark, we obtain the fiber product spacetime
S1
A
× S1
B
  // X
IIA
10 ×X9 X
IIB
10
(pb)
xx♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
%%▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲▲
▲
S1
A
// X
IIA
10
π
IIA
9 ''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖ X
IIB
10
π
IIB
9xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
S1
B
,oo
X9
which is an S1
A
× S1
B
-fiber bundle over X9.
Definition 6.1. Write
R
8+(1+1),1|32 := R9,1|16+16 ×
R8,1|16+16
R
9,1|16+16
as shorthand for the fiber product of the type IIA super-Minkowski spacetime with its IIB version,
over their common 9d base, according to Prop. 2.14, hence for the super Lie algebra fitting into
the following fiber product diagram
R8+(1+1),1|32
(pb)
p
B
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦ p
A
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
R9,1|16+16
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ R
9,1|16+16 .
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
R8,1|16+16
Proposition 6.2. We have a diagram of super L∞-algebras of the following form
p∗
A
̂
R9,1|16+16 oo
≃
ν ❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
πIIB9
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
''❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖❖
❖
(pb)
p∗
B
̂R9,1|16+16
ww♦♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦
♦♦ πIIA9
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
(pb)̂R9,1|16+16
hofib(µIIA
F1
)
❖❖❖
❖❖
''❖❖
R8+(1+1),1|32
p
A
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
ww♥♥♥♥
p
B
PPP
PPP
''PP
PP
(pb)
̂R9,1|16+16 ,
hofib(µIIB
F1
)
♦♦♦
♦
ww♦♦♦
R9,1|16+16
πIIA9
◗◗◗
◗◗
((◗◗◗
R9,1|16+16
πIIB9
♠♠♠
♠♠
vv♠♠♠
R8,1|16+16
where
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• ̂R9,1|16+16 ≃ stringIIA is the super Lie 2-algebra extension of type IIA super-Minkowski space-
time by the 3-cocycle for the type IIA superstring; i.e. the infinitesimal model of the (super-
)gerbe underlying the type IIA B-field;
• ̂R9,1|16+16 ≃ stringIIB is the super Lie 2-algebra extension of type IIB super-Minkowski space-
time by the 3-cocycle for the type IIB superstring; i.e. the infinitesimal model of the (super-
)gerbe underlying the type IIB B-field;
• by slight abuse of notation, π
IIA/IIB
9 always denotes the map that projects out the 9th dimension
of type IIA/IIB, respectively, hence dually, on underlying graded algebras, the canonical map
(−)→ (−)[e
IIA/IIB
9 ] induced from adjoining the vielbein generator e
IIA/IIB
9
such that
1. a horizonal isomorphism ν exists as shown, between the pullback of these two extensions to
the correspondence space, making the diagram commute;
2. on the classifying 3-cocycles it is given by the Poincare´ form
P := eIIA9 ∧ e
IIB
9
as
p∗B(µ
IIB
F1
)− p∗A(µ
IIA
F1
) = dP .
Proof. By Example 2.5, the extended super-Minkowski super Lie 2-algebra on the far left is given
by
CE
( ̂
R9,1|16+16
)
= CE(R9,1|16+16)[f IIA2 ]/(df
IIA
2 = µ
IIA
F1
)
and that on the far right by
CE
(
̂R9,1|16+16
)
= CE(R9,1|16+16)[f IIB2 ]/(df
IIB
2 = µ
IIB
F1
) .
Their pullbacks along the projections pA and pB are directly seen to be given by further adjoining
the generator eIIB9 or e
IIA
9 , respectively.
Then define ν by defining its dual ν∗ by sending all generators in p∗ACE(
̂
R9,1|16+16) to the
generator of the same name in p∗BCE(
̂R9,1|16+16) except for f IIA2 , for which we set
ν∗ : f IIA2 7→ f
IIB
2 − P . (6)
To see that this indeed gives a homomorphism, recall equation (4) which followed explicitly in
components via remark 2.12
i ψΓ
IIA/IIB
9 Γ10ψ = ψΓ
IIB/IIA
9 ψ .
Here this means that on the doubled correspondence space the type IIA and IIB superstring cocycles
µ
A/B
F1 (Definition 4.7 and Definition 4.9) may be expressed in terms of each other as follows (as
before in the proof of Theorem 5.3)
µ
A/B
F1
= µ9F1 + e
A/B
9 ∧ (ψ ∧ Γ
B/A
9 ψ) , (7)
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where µ9F1 = µ
IIA
F1 |8+1 = µ
IIB
F1 |8+1 denotes their common summand, the one which involves only the
generators ea for a ≤ 8. This implies first of all the claimed coboundary between the 3-cocycles:
µIIA
F1
+ dP = µ9
F1
+ eIIA9 ∧ ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
µIIA
F1
+ eIIB9 ∧ ψΓ
IIA
9 ψ − e
IIA
9 ∧ ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ︸ ︷︷ ︸
d(eIIA9 ∧e
IIB
9 )
= µ9
F1
+ eIIB9 ∧ ψΓ
IIA
9 ψ
= µIIB
F1
.
In turn, this implies now that ν∗ is indeed a dg-algebra homomorphism, because in the extended
type IIA dg-algebra p∗BCE
(
̂R9,1|16+16
)
we have the following relations:
d(ν∗(f IIA2 )) = d(f
IIB
2 − P)
= µIIBF1 − dP
= µIIAF1
= ν∗(d(f IIA2 )) .
Finally, ν clearly has an inverse ν−1. Its linear dual is the identity on all generators except f IIB2 ,
where it is
(ν−1)∗ : f IIB2 7→ f
IIA
2 + P .
Remark 6.3 (Topological T-duality II). Proposition 6.2 is evidently the infinitesimal and superge-
ometric picture of topological T-duality as considered in [13, def. 2.8]. There, one considers two
circle bundles X
IIA
10 and X
IIB
10 , carrying a U(1)-gerbe GIIA and GIIB , respectively, such that there is
an equivalence between these gerbes after pullback to the fiber product:
p∗
A
G
IIA
oo ≃
p
A
◆◆◆
◆
&&◆◆
◆
||①①
①①
①①
①①
①
(pb)
p∗
B
G
IIB
p
B
♣♣♣
♣
xx♣♣♣ ##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
(pb)G
IIA
""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊
X
IIA
10 ×X9 X
IIB
10
(pb)
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
q
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
G
IIB
.
{{✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇✇
✇
X
IIA
10
πIIA9 ''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
X
IIB
10
π
IIB
9ww♣♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
♣♣
X9
and such that this equivalence is fiberwise exhibited by the 2-cocycle which is the cup-product of
the canonical 1-classes on the two circle fibers.
Therefore, we find both perspectives on topological T-duality (Remark 5.4 and Remark 6.3),
from the analysis of the super-tangent-space wise super L∞-cocycles (Prop. 5.3 and Prop. 6.2,
respectively). (Previously these rules had been guessed, not derived from string theory.) Of course
these two perspectives are supposed to be equivalent, rationally. In section 7 we see how this
equivalence arises within the homotopy theory of super L∞-algebras.
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Before we turn to that, we observe that the correspondence super-spacetime R9+(1,1),1|32 also
serves to clarify the operation of T-duality on the RR-fields: Consider the standard fact (see also
[29, section 4]) that a degree-3 twisted KU-valued cocycle on any super L∞-algebra g
g
{ω2p|p∈N} //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴
µ3   ❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅❅
❅ l(KU/BU(1))
xxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
b2R
 ↔ {ω2p ∈ CE(g)|dgω2p = µ3 ∧ ω2p−2}
is naturally identified with an untwisted ku-cocycle on the higher central extension ĝ. The latter
is classified by the twist µ3 according to Example 2.5
ĝ
hofib(µ3)

{ω˜2p|p∈N} //❴❴❴❴❴❴ l(KU)
g
 ↔ {ω˜2p ∈ CE(ĝ)|dω˜2p = 0}
under the relation
ω˜2p = [exp(−f2) ∧ C]2p , C :=
∑
p∈N
ω2p ,
where f2 is the new generator of CE(ĝ) = CE(g)[f2, df2 = µ3] according to Example 2.5, and where
[−]2p denotes taking the summand of homogeneous degree 2p. Under this identification, the top
three morphisms in the diagram of Proposition 6.2 define a linear map
(πIIA9 )∗ ◦ ν
∗ ◦ (πIIB9 )
∗
from the twisted cocycle of the type IIA super-Minkowski spacetime to that of type IIB. Here
the two pullback operations are just the dual morphisms on CE-algebras, while the pushforward
operation (πIIA9 )∗ is defined as in expressions (1) and (2).
Proposition 6.4. This operation is a well defined morphism on twisted cohomology groups
(πIIA9 )∗ ◦ ν
∗ ◦ (πIIB9 )
∗ : HµIIAF1
(
R
9,1|16+16, l(KU)
)
−→ HµIIBF1
(
R
9,1|16+16, l(ΣKU)
)
and is in fact an isomorphism. Moreover, it identifies the type IIA D-brane cocycles with those of
type IIB, as in Theorem 5.3:
exp(−f IIB2 ) ∧ C
IIB = (πIIA9 )∗ ◦ ν
∗ ◦ (πIIB9 )
∗
(
exp(−f IIA2 ) ∧ C
IIA
)
, (8)
where
CIIA := µ
D0
+ µ
D2
+ · · · + µ
D10
, CIIB := µ
D1
+ µ
D3
+ · · ·µ
D9
.
Proof. First, the pullback operation (πIIB9 )
∗ leaves the form of the cocycles unaffected, and sim-
ply regards them inside the larger CE-algebra which has the generator eIIB9 adjoined. Next, by
Proposition 6.2, equation (6), the pullback along ν amounts to substituting f IIA2 by f
IIB
2 − P =
f IIB2 − e
IIA
9 ∧ e
IIB
9 . This means that
ν∗ : exp(−f IIA2 ) ∧C
IIA 7→ exp(−f IIB2 + P) = exp(−f
IIB
2 ) ∧ exp(P) ∧ C
IIA . (9)
Since P = eIIA9 ∧ e
IIB
9 squares to zero, this in turn amounts to sending
CIIA 7→ CIIA + eIIA9 ∧ e
IIB
9 ∧C
IIA .
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Observe then that fiber integration (πIIA9 )∗ applied to wedge products with e
IIA
9 ∧ e
IIB
9 amounts to
wedge product with eIIB9 of the part that does not contain a factor e
IIA
9 :
(πIIA9 )∗
(
eIIB9 ∧ e
IIA
9 ∧ (· · · )
)
= −eIIB9 ∧ (· · · )|8+1
(since eIIA9 squares to zero and using equations (1) and (2)). Summing up, it follows that acting on
elements of the form exp(f IIA2 ) ∧C
IIA we have
(πIIA9 )∗ ◦ ν
∗ ◦ (πIIB9 )
∗ = (πIIA9 )∗(−)− e
9
B ∧ (−)|8+1 . (10)
Comparison of the right hand side with the proof of theorem 5.3 (equations D1 through D9 )
shows that this is precisely what establishes the T-duality isomorphism between twisted cocycles in
general, and what identifies the type IIA D-brane cocycles with those of type IIB in particular.
Remark 6.5 (Topological T-duality III). In view of Remark 6.3, the isomorphism in Proposition
6.4 is seen to be the super L∞-algebraic analog of the key result of classical topological T-duality
[12, Theorem 3.13]: The pull-push integral transform through a topological T-duality correspon-
dence yields an isomorphism on twisted K-groups. Moreover, via the explicit equation (9) the
identification from equation (8) is
exp(−f IIB2 ) ∧ C
IIB = (πIIA9 )∗
(
exp(P) ∧ (πIIB9 )
∗
(
exp(−f IIA2 ) ∧ C
IIA
))
.
This is precisely the form known as the Buscher rules for RR-fields, or the Hori formula [36,
equation (1.1)]. Here we obtained this from just the form of the super-cocycles, to which the
bifermionic summand of more general RR-fields are constrained to be equal at the level of super-
tangent spaces.
7 T-Duality Lie 2-algebra
It was proposed in [38] [39] that there ought to be a concept of “T-folds” which generalizes that of
manifolds to a situation where diffemorphisms may be accompanied by T-duality transformations.
In [53] it was claimed that the correct mathematical formulation of this concept is by spaces
associated to principal 2-bundles ([54]) for structure 2-group a certain “T-duality 2-group”. We
show now that the extended supergeometry implied by the cocycle L(µII
F1/Dp
)/R from Example 5.2
provides a systematic derivation of this structure, infinitesimally, but including the supergeometric
aspects.
First of all, we consider the following sub-L∞-algebra of L(KU/BU(1))/R:
Definition 7.1. The delooped T-duality Lie 2-algebra is given by
CE(bT1) =
{
R[c2, c˜2, h3];
dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0
dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2
}
.
Remark 7.2 (T-duality Lie 2-group). The delooped T-duality Lie 2-algebra bT (1) from Definition
7.1 is the L∞-algebra corresponding to a smooth 2-group T (1), the T-duality 2-group, with smooth
delooping 2-stack BT (1). The constrruction of the latter follows from [26, section 3.2]: Consider
the homotopy fiber
BT (1) //
hofib(c1∪c′1)

∗

BU(1) ×BU(1)
c1∪c′1 // B3U(1) ,
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where BU(1) is the smooth stack of principal U(1)-bundles, B3U(1) is the smooth stack of B2U(1)-
principal 2-bundles (bundle 2-gerbes) and c1∪c
′
1 is external cup product of the universal first Chern
class with itself, regarded as a morphism of smooth stacks. Here c1 ∪ c
′
1 is a homomorphism of
smooth higher group stacks, and so its homotopy fiber inhetits group structure, too. This means
that a T (1)-principal bundle over a smooth (super-)manifold X is the datum of two principal
U(1)-bundles on X together with a trivialization of the product of their first Chern classes. One
manifestly sees that, translated in terms of Chevalley-Eilenberg algebras, this is precisely the con-
tent of Definition 7.1.
Finally, forgetting the smooth structure and passing to topological geometric realization | − |
(as in [65]), then the above homotopy fiber of smooth higher stacks becomes the ordinary homotopy
fiber of topological spaces
|BT (1)|
hofib(c1∪c′1) // K(Z, 2)×K(Z, 2)
c1∪c′1 // K(Z, 4) ,
where now c1 and c
′
1 are the ordinary (non-stacky) universal first Chern classes and we form their
ordinary cup product. This identifies the geometric realization |BT (1)| with the space that was
identified as the classifying space for topological T-duality pairs in [12, thm. 2.17].
Indeed, we now discuss how this is reflected on the level of super L∞-algebras, seeing that
the T-duality Lie 2-algebra bT1 sits inside the coefficients L(KU/BU(1))/S
1 as the classifying L∞-
algebra for the “T-duality” pairs consisting of circle fibrations and degree-3 classes, while the rest
of L(KU/BU(1))/S1 encodes the K-theory classes on this background.
Proposition 7.3. There is a homotopy fiber sequence
l(KU⊕ ΣKU) // lL(KU/BU(1))/S1

bT1
which exhibits the cyclified L∞-algebras in Prop. 5.1 as homotopy quotients of l(KU) and l(ΣKU),
respectively, by the Lie 2-algebra of the T-duality 2-group (Prop. 7.1)
l(L(KU/BU(1))/R) ≃ l((KU⊕ ΣKU)/T1) .
Proof. Consider the corresponding dual diagram of CE-algebras:
CE(l(KU⊕ ΣKU)) ←− CE(l(L(KU/BU(1))/S1)) ←− CE(bT1)
{
dω2p+2 = 0
dω2p+3 = 0
}
←−

dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0
dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2
dω2p+2 = h3 ∧ ω2p + c2 ∧ ω2p+1
dω2p+3 = h3 ∧ ω2p+1 + c˜2 ∧ ω2p+2
 ←−
{
dc2 = 0 , dc˜2 = 0
dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2
}
.
The morphism on the right is the dual of a fibration, according to Prop. 2.4, since it is an inclusion
of generators, and the morphism on the left is clearly its ordinary cofiber, hence is a model for its
homotopy cofiber.
By the construction from Section 5 one sees that the triple (cIIA2 , c
IIB
2 , µ
9
F1
) defines a T1-valued
cocycle on R8,1|16+16. This leads to the following interrelations between models for 9-dimensional
spacetime, their T-folds, and the dimensionally reduced twisted K-theory.
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Definition 7.4. Define the 9-dimensional T-fold super Lie 2-algebra R
8,1|16+16
dblA
to be the homotopy
fiber of dimensional reduced IIA-fields, and define R
8,1|16+16
dblB
to be the homotopy fiber of the
dimensional reduced IIB-fields according to Example 5.2
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIA(K)
//
hofib(L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R)
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIA
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
L(ΣKU/BU(1))/R // bT1
R8,1|16+16
L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R
&&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R
88qqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqqq
(cIIB2 ,c
IIA
2 ,µ
9
F1
)
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
(cIIA2 ,c
IIB
2 ,µ
9
F1
)
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIB(K)
//
hofib(L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R)
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIB
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
L(KU/BU(1))/R // bT1 .
Of course by Theorem 5.3 these two homotopy fibers are going to be equivalent, but for our
purposes it is interesting to make explicit how they are equivalent:
Proposition 7.5. The canonical model for the Chevalley-Eilenberg algebra of the super L∞-algebras
R
8,1|16+16
dblA/B
from Def. 7.4 is
CE
(
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIA
)
=

dψα = 0
dea = ψΓaψ | a ≤ 8
deIIA9 = ψΓ
IIA
9 ψ
deIIB9 = ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ
df2 = µ
IIA
F1

, CE
(
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIB
)
=

dψα = 0
dea = ψΓaψ | a ≤ 8
deIIA9 = ψΓ
IIA
9 ψ
deIIB9 = ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ
df2 = µ
IIB
F1

.
These are just the objects in the top left and top right of the “topological” T-duality diagram in
Prop. 6.2:
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIA
= p∗
A
̂
R9,1|16+16 , R
8,1|16+16
dblIIB
= p∗
B
̂
R9,1|16+16 .
Proof. We consider the case of type IIA, the case for IIB is of course directly analogous. To
find the homotopy fiber, we may replace the point inclusion by a fibration and then take the
ordinary pullback. Dually, by Prop. 2.4 we need to find an inclusion of L(KU/BU(1))/R into CE-
algebra whose underlying co-unary cochain complex is null, and then take the ordinary pushout of
(cIIAa , c
IIB
2 , µ
9
F1
) along that,
CE
(
R
8,1|16+16
dbl
)
Aoo
≃ // 0
CE(R8,1|16+16)
OO
CE(bT1) .
?
OO
(po)
(cIIA2 , cIIB2 , µ9F1)
oo
To build such an A, we first need to adjoin generators eIIA9 and e
IIB
9 to CE(bT1) to render the
cocycles c2 and c˜2 trivial, by setting
deIIA9 := c2 , de
IIB
9 := c˜2 .
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Furthermore, we need to kill h3, which is a cocycle in the underlying dual chain complex of bT1.
However, adjoining a generator f2 with df2 = h3 would fail the condition that d
2θ = 0. However,
to remedy that we may set
df2 = h3 + e
IIA
9 ∧ c˜2 ,
which is consistent with d2θ2 = 0 (recall that dh3 = −c2 ∧ c˜2 according to Prop. 5.1) yet still
removes h3 in the cohomology of the underlying dual chain complex (since the co-unary restriction
of d on θ2 is h3). In conclusion, a possible choice for A is the quotient
A := CE(bT1)[{e
IIA
9 , e
IIB
9 , θ2}]
/(
deIIA9 =c2, de
IIB
9 =c˜2
df2=h3+eIIA9 ∧c˜2
)
.
Now the pushout in question is directly read off, using the values of (cIIA2 , c
IIB
2 , h3) from section 5.
So c2 gets identified with ψΓ9ψ, c˜2 gets identified with ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ and h3 gets identified with µ
IIA
F1
|8+1
in the pushout, while c˜ is identified with −(πIIA9 )∗(µ
IIA
F1
). Hence h3 + e
IIA
9 ∧ C˜ gets identified with
µIIA
F1
|8+1 − e
IIA
9 ∧ (π
IIA
9 )∗(µ
IIA
F1
) = µ
F1
as claimed.
As a consequence, this shows how the equivalence in Prop. 6.2 follows from Theorem 5.3, since
the operation of forming homotopy fibers sends weak equivalences to weak equivalences.
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIA(K)
hofib(L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R

&&◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
p∗
A
̂
R9,1|16+16
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
R9,1|16+16
''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆ L(ΣKU/BU(1))/R
// bT1
R8,1|16+16
L(µIIA
F1/Dp
)/R
❯❯❯
**❯❯❯
L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R
✐✐✐
44✐✐✐✐
R9,1|16+16
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
L(KU/BU(1))/R
≃φT
OO
// bT1 .
p∗
B
̂R9,1|16+16
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
≃
OO
R
8,1|16+16
dblIIB(K)
hofib(L(µIIB
F1/Dp
)/R
DD
≃
OO
88♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
8 F-theory
We have introduced in Definitionn 6.1 the “doubled” correspondence super Lie algebra
R
8+(1+1),1|32 := R9,1|16+16 ×
R8,1|16+16
R
9,1|16+16
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of bosonic dimenion 9+2 that serves to interpolate between type IIA and type IIB super-spacetime
via T-duality. It is immediate to see that this inherits the D0-brane 2-cocycle of its type IIA factor
and hence extends to a super Lie algebra of bosonic dimension 10+2:
Definition 8.1. Write R9+(1+1),1|32 for the central super Lie algebra extension of R8+(1+1),1|32 (def.
6.1) classified by the 2-cocycle p∗
A
cM2 , i.e. fitting into a homotopy fiber sequence of the following
form:
R9+(1+1),1|32
hofib(p∗
A
cM2 )

R8+(1+1),1|32
p
A // R9,1|16+16
cM2 // bR .
where cM2 is from Def. 2.14.
This super Lie algebra reflects both the relation between the M-theoretic 11d spacetime and
the type IIA super-spacetime, as well as the correspondence of the latter to the type IIB super-
spacetime.
Remark 8.2. Unwinding the definition, the CE-algebra of the super Lie algebra R9+(1+1),1|32 of Def.
8.1 has the following generating relations
de0 = ψΓ0ψ , de1 = ψΓ1ψ , . . . , de8 = ψΓ8ψ , de
IIB
9 = ψΓ
IIB
9 ψ , de9 = ψ Γ9︸︷︷︸
σ1
ψ , de10 = ψ Γ10︸︷︷︸
σ3
ψ ,
where on the right we have the 12 algebra elements from Def. 2.10.
Since the homotopy fiber of cM2 alone is the local model for M-theoretic spacetime, hence for
non-perturbative type IIA string theory, this suggests that the above homotopy fiber R9+(1+1),1|32
of p∗Ac
M
2 is similarly related to a non-perturbative description of type IIB string theory. That
type IIB string theory ought to have a non-perturbative description in terms of 10+2 dimensional
fibrations over 10-dimensional super-spacetime is known as the F-theory conjecture, due to [72]. In
order to formalize aspects of this, we recall how this conjecture is motivated, see also for instance
[40]:
The motivation of the F-theory conjecture from the M-theory conjecture.
1. Assume that a non-perturbative completion of type IIA string theory exists, given by a
geometric theory on a 10+1 dimensional Riemannian circle fibration (M-theory).
2. Pass to the limit that the radius RM of the circle fiber is infinitesimal to obtain perturbative
type IIA string theory with coupling constant
g
IIA
= R
M
/ℓs ,
where ℓs is the string scale.
3. Consider the situation when the 10d IIA spacetime is itself a 9+1 dimensional circle fibration
with circle fiber S1
A
, so that in total the original 11d spacetime is a Riemannian torus fibration
over 9d with fiber S1
M
× S1
A
.
4. Invoke perturbative T-duality to find an equivalent perturbative type IIB string theory on a
9+1-dimensional fibration with dual circle fiber S1
B
of radius
RB = ℓ
2
s/RA
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By the rules of perturbative T-duality, the coupling constant of the IIB theory is
gIIB = gIIA
ℓs
R
A
= R
M
/R
A
.
Note that the last two steps can be combined [68]: M-theory compactified on a torus is
supposed to be equivalent to type IIB superstring theory compactified on a circle in the limit
of small volume of the torus.
5. While this was “derived” for infinitesimal R
M
, observe that the resulting formula for the
IIB coupling evidently extrapolates to finite R
M
and then says that the IIB theory remains
weakly coupled for finite (large) R
M
if only R
A
is suitably scaled along. Regard this as
evidence for a non-perturbative version of T-duality which relates the non-perturbative IIA
theory (M-theory) with some non-perturbative completion of IIB string theory, to be called
F-theory.
6. Collect the geometric data that went into this construction: Retain information both of the
S1
A
-fiber, hence of the doubled correspondence space, and of the S1
M
-fiber to obtain in total a
10+2-dimensional S1
M
× S1
A
-fiber bundle over 10d type IIB spacetime.
7. Since the coupling constant g
IIB
depends only on the ratio R
M
/R
A
, hence only on the complex
structure of this torus, conclude that this is to be regarded as a 10+2-dimensional elliptic
fibration.
8. Check that the action of S-duality on type IIB fields corresponds to the automorphisms of
the elliptic fiber.
We now observe that the super Lie algebra from Def. 8.1 has just the right structure to be the
model for the super-tangent space of this F-theory elliptic fibration.
Proposition 8.3. The super Lie algebra R9+(1+1),1|32 from Def. 8.1 fits into a diagram of super
L∞-algebras of the following form
R10,1|32
hofib(cM2 )
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
''◆◆
◆◆
bR
R9+(1+1),1|32 (pb)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
R9,1|16+16
cM2qqqq
88qqqqqqq
hofib(cIIA2 )
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
&&▼▼
▼▼
bR
R8+(1+1),1|32
p
A♣♣♣♣♣
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
p
B
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆
&&◆◆
◆◆
◆
(pb) R8,1|16+16
cIIA2✈✈✈✈
::✈✈✈✈✈
̂R8+(1+1),1|32
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
''◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
◆◆
(pb)
hofib(cIIA2 , c
IIB
2 , µ
9
F1
)
HH
R9,1|16+16
hofib(c
IIB
2 )qqqq
88qqqqqq
̂R9,1|16+16
hofib(µIIB
F1
)
qqq
88qqqqqq
where each square is a (homotopy) pullback square (homotopy Cartesian).
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Proof. This follows immediately from the pasting law for homotopy pullbacks of super L∞-algebras.
It is also directly checked explicitly.
In particular, this says that the composite diagonal morphism
R
8+(1+1),1|32 −→ R8,1|16+16
exhibits its domain as a Lie(S1
M
× S1
A
)-fibration over the type IIB superspacetime.
Remark 8.4. Remark 8.2 says that the bosonically 12-dimensional R9+(1+1),1|32 is a super Lie
algebra, but not a super-Minkowski Lie algebra, hence not a super-symmetry algebra in the sense
of spacetime supersymmetry. Instead, the diagram in Prop. 8.3 shows how it projects onto various
genuine super-spacetime algebras.
This is consistent with the observations and assertions in the literature that F-theory does not
have a straightforward spacetime interpretation and, furthermore, that the alternative seems to
emanate from superalgebras, but not of the usual type. In [7], is is shown how the algebras in
10, 11, and 12 dimensions can be described by a web of dualities as different faces of the ortho-
symplectic superalgebra OSp(1|32). In particular, for F-theory the corresponding algebra has no
vector operator, so that there is no generator for translations. This implies that F-theory, in
contrast to M-theory, has no straightforward spacetime interpretation. It was noted in [18, end
of Sec. 6] that the fact that the type IIA and IIB theories have SL(2,R) and SL(1|1) global
symmetry, respectively, highlights the similarity between the symmetries of the two, but more
importantly point to a possibly fermionic twelve-dimensional origin.
Hence, if we regard R9+(1+1),1|32 as a R2-fibration over the IIB-spacetime according to Prop.
8.3, then the last check in the list of F-theory desiderata from above is that its fiber automorphisms
induce S-duality transformation on the type IIB fields:
Definition 8.5. Write
µF
F1
, µF
Dp
∈ CE(R9+(1+1),1|32)
for the pullback of the type IIB F1/Dp-brane cocycles from Def. 4.9 along the projection
R
9+(1+1),1|32 −→ R9,1|16+16
from Prop. 8.3.
Hence in terms of generators, via Remark 8.2, these CE-elements have the same form as in Def.
4.9, but with all generators ea renamed as eaIIB. Notably the cocycles for the F1- and D1-string on
the F-theory space read
µF
F1
= i
(
ψΓIIBa Γ10ψ
)
∧ eaIIB and µ
F
D1
= i
(
ψΓIIBa Γ9ψ
)
∧ eaIIB .
Proposition 8.6. Rotation in the (9, 10)-plane of the fiber R2 of the F-theory super Lie algebra
from Def. 8.1 is a super Lie algebra automorphism
φα : R
9+(1+1),1|32 −→ R9+(1+1),1|32
eaIIB 7→ e
a
IIB(
e9
e10
)
7→
(
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
)
·
(
e9
e10
)
ψ 7→ exp(α4Γ9Γ10)ψ .
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Under this automorphism the F1-string and the D1-string are turned into superpositions of each
other, in that their F-theoretic cocycles from Def. 8.5 satisfy:
φ∗α
(
µF
D1
µF
F1
)
=
(
cos(α) sin(α)
− sin(α) cos(α)
)
·
(
µF
D1
µF
F1
)
.
Proof. That φα is indeed a super Lie algebra automorphism follows with Remark 2.12. Hence
acting with φα on µ
F
F1
and µF
D1
leaves all the factors in the explicit formula in Def. 8.5 invariant,
except for Γ9 and Γ10, which are rotated into each other.
Under the identification σ2 = −Γ9Γ10 from Def. 2.10 this is the action of S-duality on the
F1/D1 cocycles according to [27, Remark 4.9].
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